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_ T he ThunderpoJe
from the UK market leader
the f.,teslseiling high-performance legal base station antenna.
_ New centre-loaded, helically wound coi l with low radiation ang le
- sh rink-wrapped for all-weather protection .
• The amazing extra pe rforma nce you expect f rom the world-fam ous
Thunderpole ra nge.
. " Cltlzens' Band's" own tests indicate tha t the new Thu nderpole
is one full S-point better than the original Thunderpole .
(Tech nical note: This can give you 6db or the power equivale nt
Qf ru nning 16W i nto a % wave antenna) .
. Beefy, bigger dia mete r radiating element 1.65m long . making the
most of the new H .C . Specifications .
• Precision-machined alloy base with 3 angled ground planes,
each 2.67m long, cross-braced and incorporating new,
extra-st rength, in su lated nylon supports .
• Big power 500W - Wide frequency band covering 120 channels
- Low SWR .
• Suitable for all m odes - AM , FM , SSB .
• Pole mounting base to fit 11/.in . dia .
• Price just

m

£25

incL VAT .
• Specia l kits to convert your Thunderpoles I and n into the
latest Mk.m . wi th new centre-loaded coil available

THUND ERPOLE STRI KES AGAINI " Citizens' Band "
magazine o n the fantastic Thunderpole range:
"A well construc ted, easily assembled and erected,
excellent performance legal antenna with the added
bonus that it is pre-tuned. The Thunderpofe was the
best all-round base station antenna tested, looking and
performing almost the same as the famous illegal
Starduster. " (on: the o riginal Thunderpo/e).

"On test the Thunderpo/e Mk.m performed
very well and contact was maintained even
when the mobile test vehicle encountered a strong
signal on the next channel In our notorious
blackspot. "
"In conclusion we consider the Thunderpo/e III
to be a strong and welf-constructed, top
performance antenna and, priced at £25, it is
no more expensive than the original Thunderpole .
which must be good value."

THUNOERPOLE ANTENNA U.K. LTO .
a subsidiary of Freeman & Pardoe Ltd.
Tythlng Road,
Arden Forest Industrial Estate,
ALCESTER, War1< • • 849 6ES.
Phone: Atcester (0789) 762 673.
Ask tor Thunderpole m ™
at your local CB stockist now.
The Thunderpole design and
name are registered trade
marXs of Freeman & Pardoe Ltd.
© Freeman & Pardoe 1984
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Update . ................ •••• . ..... . ...
News , gossip, scandal - you name it,
it's always here in Update. You may also
see the occasional new product.
Back Chat ............... .... . .. ..... .
It only costs the price of a stamp to get
the chance to air your views in Bri tain 's
only CB magazine,so why not nip straight
down to your local Post Office now?
Mack Chat ..........• ............. . ..
Aaargh! It's 'im , as they used to say
about Jonah in The Beano. Yes , unfortuanately, Mack the Hack takes time off
'rom his taxi work to pen a few words for
us .
CB - A Look Ahead ...... .. ........ .
Keith Townsend ponders about the past
and , more to the point, the future of
Citizen 's Band radio .
Safety First ......................... .
Now you don't want to go blowing your-

self up do you? A few words to the wise
from Paul Coxwell.
Roundhead's Ramblings . .. ........ .
Namechecks , namechecks and, yes,
you've guessed, more namechecks from
our seasoned traveller, Roundhead .

PRS - An Alternative ............... .
A worry for many, it seems. We look at
another possibili ty for PRS.

Captain Sparx .................... .. .
The ve nerable captain looks at an Orwellian prediction .
QSL ...................... .......... ..
David Shepherdson must spend a fortune on stamps, but at least it means he
can let us know what's going on in the
world of QSli ng .

ox -

News at Ten ......... ••.. ......... . ..
This is David Harding , News at Ten,
Citizen's Band magazine, Goodnight.

Muddled Mikes . ................... ..
The perennial problem of matching
mikes. Paul Coxwell makes it look so
easy.

Lady Breakers ..... .... . . • •......... .
Eerie. Weird. Extremely strange. No, we
mean Filly's latest piece, not the girl
herself!

From Crystals to PLLs ...... . ... .. .. .
Basically, a look at the evolution of Citizen 's Band radio in the UK. It's come on
a lot, hasn't it?

Truckstop ................. ..••.•.. ...
Big T tells us tales 01 tortuous travels and other wo rds beginning with T.

Hints and Tips ... . .. ......... ..
Just a few ideas on how best to achieve
those long-distance contacts.
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NPR900
;~ft~~pZ. ~eMld
Transceiver
n, emory.
Modulator Super Salurn . . . ....
. .... £29.75
Modulator Saturn
... £22.37
. ...... £:26.80
Modulator Expert .... ......... .... .
C.T .E. Skylab 'I. Wave ... ................... ' .. £24.00
C.T .E. Futura ~ Wave 3.5 dB .......................... t 29.75
C T .E. Mercury 'h Waye 3.0dS ....... ............. t27.82
C.T E. Spacelab ~ Wave 5.3 dB ... .... ... ......... .. £37.12
C T .E SpI!lire 3 EL. 8eam . .................... .
C .T .E. 2 Element Quad Beam .
Thunderpole III (Legal) •...

BALCONY OR LOFT ANTS.
C .TEGpI 27LoftAnl
... tl S.96
C T .E. MinI Boomerang
... t I 5.96
C.T .E. Boomerang ('I. Wave Batcony) .............. £:15.96
Modutator Super Saturn (54" long) . .............. £:29.75
Modulator Saturn (36" Long)
..... £:22.37

C.T.E Anura 27 Manne
C. T.E. Alzura 30 Manne ............ ..
C T.E. Azzura 40 Manne .. .

£459

CTE CT 1600

2 MTR FM hlheld trartsce iyer a superbly
sensitive new handheld coyerlng Ihe lull
2 MTR ham bank
__

JUST ARRIVED

ULTRA LOW LOSS CO

AX

A new range 01 semi flexible
SD-FB 8. 1mm 2.2SdB/IO Mlr;apanese ultra low loss cable.
BD-FBII .6mm l .6dBlIOMtr ........................ £O.76PlMtr
IOD.FB 13.7mm 1.17 dBll 0 ~tr~ .... · .. ··············· £1.79PlMtr
Special 'N' type oonneclO I
................... £2.52 PlMtr

VHFLINEARS

C.T .E 81 10 144 MHz 110 Watt .......................... .~
C.T .E. 842144 MHz 40 Waft ..
ZETAGlLA0545144 MHz 45 Watt .................. .

ACCESSOR lESs or aboyecables ayailable.
WI/I'1/I1 ~~~ g~::: ~ ~ay
WELZSP.93OR

NeW
:..:.--

e Repeater shIft
e I 1IJ1'/2 waft power

:N:

Sw~tch (934 M Hz)
ay N SWllch(1 .5GHz .
emole 934 MHz SWA

£49. 90

b;;~;;:;
THE VICEROY YAGI
Low cost 12 element

Mod. 767

~.~ .:;M::A~R~,::-I:~:~~"".~<,"
zETAGI B35 25W AMlFMlSSB ..................... .
ZETAGI 8150 lOOWAMlFMlSSB .................... .
ZETAGI 8300200WAMlFMlSS8 .................. .
C.T .E. Mod 737 SOW AMlFMlSS8 ..................... .
C.T .E. Mod 767 150W AMlFMlSS8 .................... .
C.T.E. Mod 757 30IJW AMlFMlSS8 ............. .
C.T .E. Super Jaguar 260W AMlFMlSSB ........ .
NEVADA TC35 30W AMlFMlSS8 ............... ..

NEVADA TC52'h WAVE
This top class BrItish made halt wave uses
hIgh grade aluminium and a low loss
COIl handling up to \KW.
W INO RESISTA NCE :' 75 MPH
GAIN :' 2.5 dB
FR EO:' 26 • 30 MHz

BASE HF LINEARS
ZETAGI 8 132250W ........................................ £11 9.00
C.T .E. DC9 Solid Slale 150W ........... ...
.... £199.31

ACCESSORIES

USIng hIgh grade aluminium and a low
loss coil complete with small radials
thIS BntiSh made antenna IS our
most popular.
POWER" lKW
GAtN:' 3.5 dB
FREO:- 26 - 30 MHz
LENGTH :- 6.6 MilS

£29. 75
SALI T' /, WAVE
USIng a unIQue base hOOp thIS antenna
oilers exceptlonat gr()IJnd w." """.,•."
POW ER:· 2KW
GAIN :' 4.5 d8
FREO:' 26 • 30 MHz
LENGTH :.9.1 MilS

£51'97
NEW SKYLAB U.K.
Legal base antenna WIth tull sIze
radIals leatures a WIde Ireo.uency
coverage to Include ne w C.E.P T
IreQueoc;les
POWER', soo Wans
FREO ·27 4 ·28 4MHZ

£24

C.T .E Remote Control lor Unears .....................

~~~~ MOD
430 SWR Meter (120·500 MHz) ...............
MOD 700 SWR Meter (3·500 MHz) ................

~

ZETAGI202
Unio.ue cross pointer high
accuracy meIer. Reads
power trom 1 10 1000 wafts.

£33.95
ZETAGI500

. . iii!

--

For the enthusiast who wants
the 'yery bes". A twin meier
accurate unit with push
button connol.
• For 75 OHM & 50 OHM
cable
• Power up 10 2kw
• FreQ. 3 · 200 MHz

,,

£41 .46

£55.72
£92.95
MOD 500 SWR Meter (3-200 MHz) ................... £41.46

POWER SUPPLIES

C.T.E. 517 Amp Power Supply ....................... £21.61
C.T .E. F911 - 10 Amp Supply ........... ···• .. ··..
£52.47
C.T.E. F1820 - 20 Amp Supply ............... ......... £108.35
ZETAG112105. 12 Amp Supply ............. ·· .... · •...• £87.58
XETAGII21011- 10AmpSupply ..................... £65.10
ZETAGl122011 _ 25 Amp Supply ......... ·.. •······· .. £ 107.73
ZETAGI 1220/5·25 Amp W/Melers ............. .... £ 129.36
ZETAGI 12405 - 40 Amp W/Melers .................. £1 99.95
IMPORTANT All HF and VHF linears are intended
lor use by licenced radio amateurs

:~;_,;;;~li;~,~b~andS
only. they are
,.
on CB inthe UK.

AM/FM CB TEST UNIT
MODEL FS 1170

~ m~st lor any rig doctor or serio
.. . .
eYlation, Modulation SWR P us enu,uSlaSI. Measures',
e Internal dummy
,
, ower
.

~"
e Monllor
facility
A combined matcher. SWR &
powar-meter. antenna switch
rated up to l 000 wafts.

£54. 87
.A low cost accurate SWR
& power meter.
Measures 0 - 15 Wan
0- 150Watt

£8.99

plus £1 p&p.

£ 10.40

e ClWmonilor
cable/patch lead

,

Reconditioned 25 Watt Unear AmPS only ....
CTEJaguar ,OOW Amp (New Boiled) t only ......... ..
CTE Colibrlt40W Mobile Amp .............................. ..
TuMe JM + 2U Moblle Hand Mlc ................. ..
r
CTE GP272
3.2 dB base anI. .................................. .
FM Car Radio BoOster ........ ... .................................. .
AKD "vampire" reduces bleeclover .........................
AKD Signal BoOster 27 Mhz Pre-amp ..................... .
Ham International TW232 S Base Mlc .............. ...... .
Sadelta LM20 Throat MicrophOne ." ...................... .
Zenith ZX4 Remote Mobile MicrophOne ............... ..
3 Meter Retractable Mast ................................ ....... .
Screwdrivers Guide 10 CB RadiO ............................ ..
Cybern Service Manual ....
.............................. ..
et
Un\den SefV\C8 Manual ... ..
C.B. p.L.L. Data BoOk ...........
.. ................. .
CB De-Luxe LOg BoOk ............ .
CB Log BoOk .................................................................. .
.. ....................... .
CB Jargon BoOk ........
PractiCal CB TroublshoOtir'lg ........................... .
CSers SSB Manual ....................................................
CB Radio Service Manual ............... ·.......... ·
Pictorial Guide to Installation and Repair ............... .
CSers Bible .................................................... .......... .

H404 BASE STATION
The. t:'404IS an economical unit offering many
addillOnaileatur8s and a good quality recelve!lransm't
section llmited
I
number only.

AVO
PLUS"
•

that will cui thro punchy ' audio

$wllcheabla Roger Beep.

£44. 76

1

~ADELTA
A,~.~",~!",~STER PLUS

~'~'~~~1~0bOth;;::I~
' ",
""',, p,,"""P ;;'" " I"'''''' g."

"_

_

.,

L:l
• •

1I~r.:=::-:-:=-~___~!::::::::::::'--_J\\\\\l
NEVADATM27

Antenna
Matcher
I

1.64

•

.

,.

_ .-

TC2
Way Antenna Switch

£6.StlOW

NEVADAPLP1
1111,11/1, Low
Pass TVI Filter
Ensure your rig has 'clean' outpUt
by the use 01 this TVi liMr in the
rig ant. Lead.

2 Channel portable 27 Mhz radio Inc!
H~adsetIMlc with Selcalilitiing oPtion~1
Idealllor outdoOr sports enthusIast
.
Send lor details
.

base power mJcr
n
new microphone~hones. This
a unique r
,ncorporalos
give 'ens!' ~S.Slng circuillo

and make
ugh the hash
?UI I," the ~~~d~lgnal stand

A,o..,t ",,,h """ do""
,''''''''''
00' low """~,,

HANDIC MICMAN

SADELTA "BR

~~~ D",,,,,,fhel,,,wo<,,

•

,

Sadella offering m e microphone 'rom
Together with that any new fealures.
echo Sadelta are ,;:enow bY! powerful
offer a dual tone R mous lor, they now

reverb and echo . ogar Beep, adjustable

"""tom"'' ' ':'OV'ttary' 'wsupply.
;;Ch""

A miCrophOne wh

mok' 'OU" ig sou"'" """",..,110
£59·96ndllkeamlillondo"srs.

1\~~~NE~W~S~A~D~ELLiT~Ai'i~~~t\\\\\\\\\
III
MB30 PLUS

d .......-

Power Base MI
A

,ow ml"ophoo . crophone
I,,,,,,, 01 th"B' ""h ""h,
bulwllhaut

£34":";;;::;':~~" """0'"

NEWS FROM TH E WORLD

ell , the
eagleeyed
amongst
you will ,
by now
have spotted a few
c hanges in the
magazine this month .
To be honest, you don' t
really need to be eagleeyed to notice that the
magazine has
undergone a major redesign - I would have
thought it' s fairly
obvious! Like many
th i ngs, over a period of
time CB has evolved
from the early days
when it was really a cult
hobby, to the presen t
time when it now
numbers over 250,000
devotees. Similarly, our
magazine is changing
all the time to keep pace
with our readers. You
will have noticed more

W

and more constructional

The Crusader X,
now available fr om
Dave Taylor

New Multi-band
Receiver
Dave Taylor 01 8
Emmerson Street, Crook,
County Durham recenlly
announced the availability
of the new Crusader X
multi-band portable
receiver by Pan
International. It enables
you to monitor ali kinds of
radio activity including fire,
police, ambulance
transmissions, maritime
communication, amateur
radio and lots more.
Covering frequency
ranges 0 1 145·360KHz,
530·1600KHz, 1600·
3800K Hz, 3.8·30MHz, 30·
176MHz, 420·470MHz.lhe
Crusader X is available
from Dave Taylor at a cost
01 £198.

arti c les in the maga z in e
late ly along with more
emphasis on individual
breakers and CB clubs .
The new look of the
magazine is just on e
more change i n
direction - and we hope
you like it.
Another change
which will benefit you
directly is that , from
next month, we will be
awarding £10 to the
writer of the best letter
(Back Ch at) and the best
or most interesting , Q&A
query will earn a ye ar' s
free subscription. So,
get your pe ns out, get
your brains in gear and
let ' s h ear from you . The
winne r of each category
will receive his/ her prize
a we ek after publication .

CB for the Blind

Eamonn Percival

The introduction of new
Citizens' Band Radio
frequencies next year
(1987) will bring a lew
headaches for a Scottish
Charity Group which
caters for those

6

Registered Blind persons
who wish to become part
ollhe CB nelwork.
Vol unteers wi th CB Radi o
lor lhe Blind (Scolland)
foresee a great strain
being put on their already
meagre resources when
requests for new
equipment are received
Irom lhe 60 Re gislered
Blind members they have
on their records.
The group was formed
by Ken Callow, beller
known to his members by
his CB Handle
Superlramp. He broughl
the idea with him from the
South when he moved to
Balhgale in 1981 , and
rea lising that there was no
Scottish counte rpart he
quickly sel aboul rectilying
that position. Today the
group is well known in CB
Circles but Ken no longer
heads it. He returned to
employment in London.
CB Radio for the Blind
is a Registered Charity
whose aim is to provide
CB equipment fo r any
registered blind person
and to maintain and repair
such equipmen t at no cost

to the recipient. Being
registered blind and
expressing a desire to
participa te in the system
are the only requirements
to qualify for action from
the volu nteers.
When they are no tified
of a person wishing a CB
set-up, and having
established that the
person is on the blind
register, CB Radio for the
Blind will despatch a radio
set and pack which is
required to power it. The
next step is to contact the
local CB Club with a
request that one of their
members wil l go along
and install the equipment
and provide instructions
and guidance to the new
user. The only item the
group cannot supply is the
antenna, or aerial, since in
mos t cases they do not
know how or where it will
be situated. However in
nine cases out of ten the
local Club come to the
rescue and supply the
antenna.
The member who was
nomina ted or volunteered
to install the equipment
becomes an Associate
Member 01 the group and
as such ensu res that the
set-up is safe and legal as
well as providing tuition on
operating practices and
procedures. The group
would like to hear from
Clubs who have
trustworthy members
willing to become
Associate members.
When the new
frequency sets are
introduced it is envisaged
that many members will
wish to change over to the
new system. At about £100
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Put pen to paper and win either £10 or a free subscription:: Good news for the blind,
courtesy of CD : : The return of the K40 :: Natcolcibar speaks out:: Update on
Medico 9 :: Uniace still alive

a time thai could work out
to be a heavy burden and
the group would be
extremely grateful lor any
donations received.
Honorary Secretary John
Louden says, " It's not hard
to see that we could need
£6,000 and personally I
reckon thai we will need to
aim a bit higher and say
£10,000 and thai will leave
a little over for other things
such as repairs etc."
The group ·is delighted
that they have recently
acqu ired a small number
of Backchat un its which
'speak' the channel
numbers as the control is
rotated. The deSign,
components and
assembly of these units
were all donated and John
adds "that they wjlJ have to
be used for our members
only."
Contacts: Hon. Sec.
John Louden, CB Radio
lor the Blind, (Scotland),
21 Kincardine Road,
Carronshore, Falkirk, FK2
8AE
Tony Jaconelli , Chairman,
SACBC,
73, Springboig Road ,
Glasgow, G32 ODB
(041) 772 2484.

Even More from
Telecomms
Honest. Telecomms of
Portsmouth haven't got
shares in this magazine.
They are not d irectly
linked, businesswise, in
any way, shape or form to
Citizens' Band. The fact
that you see their name
cropping up reg ularly in
these pages is simply
because they are one of
the most progressive
companies involved in CB
and are cons tantly
b ringing out new products.
It is our job to report on
these so here goes.
Telecomms recently
an nounced the release of
two new high power
variable capacitors from
their manufacturing
division, Nevada
Communications. The
Nevada TC-250 is a 13 250 p F variable capacitor
and has a breakdown
voltage figure 01 7.8 kV. It
retai ls at £15.61.
The Nevada TC-500 is a
twin 13 - 250 pF
capacitor (7.8 kV
b reakdown voltage per
capacitor) and seils for
£19.50. Both prices are

exclusive of VAT.
The capacitors are
British-made and were
developed to satisfy the
many requests worldwide
for a low cost, high power
variable capacitor from
professional broadcasters,
radio amateurs and CB
enthusiasts. The' units are
available ready assembled
or, at a lower price, in kit
form to suit radio amateurs
or CBers building aerial
matching units etc.
The capacitors u se a
special acrylic pe rspex,
6mm thick, lor the end
plates ca pable of
withstanding extremely
hig h voltages and with
excellent RF properties.
For commercial broadcast
equipment, there is also a
version abailable with
ceramic end plates
designed to satisly the
most stringent of
specifications.
The other big news
from the same company is
that they have just been
appointed UK dis tributor
for K40 International
Products.
The K40 anten na has a
·reputati6n as the wo rld's
'leading CB anten na, both
in quality and vo lume
sa les. During the early
days 01 legal CB, tens 01
thousands were so ld out
but, with the increase in
the cost of the dollar, they
disappeared.
The good news for
existing owners is that
Telecomms are now
keeping the full range of
K40 spares - right down
to the sma llest screws so anyone with a defunct
K40 can now resurrect the

Left: The Nevada
TC-500 twin
capacitor; Right:
.the Nevada TC-250
CITI ZENS' BAND
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antenna.
The latest model K40
has recently been fu rther
improved and uses
polished stainless steel on
the base to give beller
weathering. The new
model will sell at £32.40
and the magmount at
£14.66.

Natcolcibar an Update
It's been a fair while since
we heard an official
statement from
Natcolcibar bu t now the
wait is over. As we are the
only remaining CB
magazine in the UK, it is
left to us to represent and
support all breakers and
CB organisations, and so
we decided to run the
following press re lease
from Natcolcibar in its
entirety:
As many breakers know,
Natcolcibar was formed
back in 1979 as the
National Committee for the
Legalisation of Citizen' s
Band Radio and was
made up of clubs, groups
and individuals from all
over England and Wales.
The fight at that time was
to get CB legalised in the
UK on AM/FM/SSB on the
FCC specifications on
27MHz. The fight by all
Cbers in those days was
terrific - so loud and
demonstrative that
Government had to listen.
But we were ali so busy
shouting " 27M Hz" that we
were " misunders tood" and
given the present UK FM
system in 1 981 - so
different was it from what
we wanted that at fi rst
even the Government was
calling it " open Channel
Radio" - not Citizen's
Band!
Still it was a sta rt, and
much as the diEr ~la r ds
didn't like it (and many still
don't - and won't use itl) it
did give CB a loothold in
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the UK. Something for us
to fight to improve and to
build upon.
Nalcolcibar are stiU
fighting for AM and SSB
- as we were first set up
and constituted to do! But
in 1982, when Natcolcibar
members from all over the
UK decided it was time to
put together a Constitution
lor the future, support and
improvement of the UK FM
system became a very
important vital part 01
Natcolibar's aims and
intentions. While we do
sti ll ask for AM/SSB and
will go on doing so,
together with the
European CB Federation
and all its members - if
you saw the Agenda or
minutes of the meetings
held with OTI officials, it
would be seen that the
majority of points deal with
improving and expanding
the systems we have now
- including of co u rse
934MHz. These users are
CBers too; let's not leave
them out. They also have
problems to be sorted out.
There are problems that
need to be tackled before
we have a CB system in
the UK that we can be
proud of. The biggest
worry to many users and
officials alike - J thinkare the abusers; the
bucketmouths, the music
players, the caus ing of
unnecessary interference
with other forms of
communications! The re
must be better policing of
the CB channels, to track
down these idiots and put
a stop to the nonsense.
Antenna heights is
another bone of
contention - the present
legal maximum height tor
CB antennae is on a
horizontal plane with most
TV aerials - it's a miracle
that there's not a lot more
hassle with interference
than there is!
Tests done in 1983 by
expert engineers for
Natcolcibar proved that
the best postion for the CB
antenna is above and
behind the TV aerial - not
next to and level with!
934 have interference
8

from cellular
radio/telephones which
must be stopped! The
CEPT FM 40 channels will
be coming legal next year,
and one of the worries
about this is - how long
will we keep the present
UK FM syslem.
Natcolcibar have asked
the DTI lor a minimum 01
five years for the two
systems to run side by
side. However the DTI are
reluctanllo put a time limit
for two reasons (a) il they
specify a minimum time,
manulacturers will work
towards that as the rundown date and stop
production of UK FM sets
for that time.
(b) They have staled
that whether we keep the
full 80 channels will
depend on the licensed
use there is - if the
number of licences
bought are su ff icient, we
wilT keep both systems; if
not we will lose the UK 40
channels - and be worse
off than at present! Can
you imagine the majority
01 European CBers all
c rowded inlO the CEPT 40
FM channels? Absolute
chaos! Mind, who's to say
what "sufficient" is, as far
as the number of
licensees is concerned,
and what proof will we
have either way? It's easy
to give oul any figure if it
suits your pu rpose.
Protection of 09 as a
emergency channel, and
14 (on the UK FM) 04 (on
CEPT FM to come in line
with the rest of Europe) as
the calling channels and
19 for the mobile (truckers)
channel - are vital! These
mus t be clearly defined on
the licence - so that we
stop the often-heard
answer " But we were
given 40 channels to talk
on, so why shouldn't I talk
on 09/14/04/19" as the
case may be. Most
Monitors know the hassle
when trying to deal with
emergencies, breakdowns,
accidents, road-works etc,
and give the necessary
help in the air - only to
have idiots coming on the
vital channel to have a

"wally-around", and think
iI's really funny that they
are causing someone
such headaches and
heartache!
More supporllor
monitoring organisations
is essential. As is help for
CB g roups helping to set
up rigs for blind and
disabled breakers to help
them feel part of the
human race, instead of
being isolated. All these
and a 101 more are being
attempted by Natcolcibar,
and being lought fo r very
hard!
If you feel you want to
help or just be part of all
this by giving support,
please write to the Admin
Secretary of Natcolibar,
Mrs Peggy Tapper, 38
Amroth Walk, SI. Dails,
Cwmbran, Gwent, N P44
4 NQ. She's waiting to hear
fro m all CB users - clubs,
groups and individuals (an
SAE would help speed up
a reply).

Medico 9 still
going strong
The Medico 9
Organisation was formed
at the end of 1979 with CB
in mind. It was the first
Medical and First Aid

Medico 9 - still
keeping up the
good work

1984 saw the formation of
the organisation's own
First Aid section; this
section provides First Aid
coverage at events of all
occasions.
The charity is a national
one, but also has
international connections
and there are members in
Canada, Holland, Finland
and, recently, branches
have been formed in Brazil
and Austral ia.
The aims of the
organisation are simple:
To provide a professional
Medical/First aid service
to the motorist and
general public. The
assistance is given up to
the arrival of the
professional services and
works in the following way.
Mobile breakers passing
an accident, call for
aSSistance in the normal
way. The moni toring
services will answer and
deal with the request for
the emergency services.
Any Medico breakers in
the vicinity will reply and
then proceed to the
accident. The breaker
reporting the accident
should remain at the
scene when-ever possible.
I I the emergency services
arrives before the Medico
ger, the breaker can
co nfirm and the Medic will
automatically cancel his
journey.
Further details can be
obtained by writing
enclos ing a SAE 6x4
envelope to: The
Secretary, The Medico 9
Organisa tion, 1, Hale Way,
Frimley, Surrey, GU16
5HX.

Uniace - An
Apology

charity of its kind on the
Citizen Band network.
Formally under the
umbrella of the Thames
monitoring service, it came
under its own independanl
structure when it became
a charity during 1982. The
monitoring and rescue
service of the Sutton
COld field area offered its
services to the
organisation in 1981 and
became part of the
newwork earlier this year.

Uniace are alive and well ,
contrary to our reporllast
month. In the October
issue, we reported that
Tefecomms of Portsmouth
were the only company In
the UK slil l
manufacturing/distributing
934M Hz mobiles since
Uniace had ceased
manufacture of their 400
model. A worried Clive Kay
of Uniace telephoned us
to tell is thai Uniace were,
indeed, still manufacturing
and distributing the
Uniace 400 934MHz
transceiver. We apologise
for any confusion arising
from th is, and interested
parties can contact
Uniace at Unit 8, Conway
Road Industrial Estate,
Llandudno Junction,
Gwynedd (0492-613232).
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complete with probes.

Helping Hands '
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hiss giving clear long
distance copys and
more enjoyable
monitoring, does not
decrease sensitivity.
Normal squelch function
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Peggy Tapper of Natcolcibar comments on apathy:: Two truckers take issue with Big
T's recent comments:: The argument about CB v Ham continues:: A new emergency
service is founded
Peggy Tapper, admin
secretary of Natcolcibar,
has a few relevent
points to make
regarding what can be
done to fight the
disease of apathy
With regard to the letter
on " Apathy - Who Cares
7" from Tony Bevington in
the August issue, I'm
affraid thai in some
respects we are all
members of " Apathy
International" but mainly
of " Apathy UK"! Although
NOT just a British disease,
it is definitely more
noticeable in the UK tha n
on the Continenl - I
wouldn'! know about
further afield, as I haven't
been there.
But while I agree with
Tony that il seems to be
only a few doing all the
fight ing, I can assure him
and others who feel the
same, that these few
" generals" have many
" soldiers" among the
ordinary CBers to support
them and to keep alive the
will to fight on - even in
the face of Ihe apathy of
the majority; the majority
who just sit back and
moan that things are not
right, things could be
better, what do we get for
our licence money, and so
on. These are the people
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who feel that they cannot
alter things so why bother
to do anything anyway?
But let's be fair - you
must take part in the fight
for these improvements if
you want them to happen.
Even by just giving the so·
. called "generals" (Tony's
expression, not mine) your
moral support, by joining
the national body
NATCOLCIBAR - and
letting them know how you
feel about CB and how
you want it to be improved
- even if you do little
more than that - at least
you can feel you are doing
something constructive lor
CB. If things go we ll and
we get the desired
improvemen ts , you can
have a lovely feeling of " I
helped achieve that"; if
things don't improve, at
least you can feel that you
tried - not jusllet apathy
wash allover you!
The people who are on
the Executive of
NATCOLCIBAR are there
because they fee l that if
you don't get involved you
can't complain if you don't
get what you feel is right;
also that if someone
doesn' t put up the fight
then the state of CB in this
country will just go further
downhill rapidly. This must
nol be allowed to happen!
The " fighters " are the

important link between the
grass-root CBer and
Authority.
Contrary to what has
been said, NATCOLCIBAR
does have a lot of contact
with the OTI - by lel1er,
telephone and meetings;
and I can truthfully say
that they do ask our
opin ions and advice
(whether Ihey act on them
remains to be seen) but at
least we are
communicating! That's
something else that is
absolutely essential to
overcome this apathy
disease.
It's by communicating
- with each other, with
your national
representatives and through them with the OTI ,
MPs, the UK government
and the European
Parliament (through MPs
and Commissioners etc)that things get done.
Instead of sitting at home,
in your car or truck
grumbling over the
airways about the sorry
state of CB, contact
NATCOLCIBAR through
the Admin Secretary
Peggy Tapper, 38 Amroth
Walk, St Dials, Cwmbran,
Gwent, NP44 4NO - and
find ou t just exactly what is
happening and what we
are trying to ach ieve for all
CBers. Contrary to the

mistaken views of many,
NATCOLC I BAR is nol a
body only interested in AM
and SSB - but in a/l
modes and a/l breakers.
Pull yourself out of the
apathy dold rums and drop
me a line today. The more
I have 10 rep ly to, the
quicker this d isease will
be reduced from epidemic
proportions!

Is Big T a
Trucker?
Paraffin La mp from
Bradford has some
comments to make
about truckers
In reply to St Bruno from
Huddersfield, I have the
following observations to
make:
1. Big T is not a trucker.
Truckers use AM (lorry
drivers use UK FM).
2. Big T is not a trucker.
Truckers are helpful
towards caravanners and
never moan about them.
3. According to official OTI
figures, the average truck
travels at 58mph on the
motorway. Very few can
reach 70mph, never mind
80mph.
4. A Class 1 HGV licence
is not easy to get, but it is
very easy to lose.
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If St Bruno wants to
know how much time I
spend in the 'choke and
puke' or why I am never
stopped by the police, I
invite him to spend a week
as a passenger in my cab.
I strongly recommend this
as it should take care of
the mythical notions which
he has abou t the
distribution industry and
its humble servant, the
trucker. It may even
surprise him to find that
the tru cker is a motorist
and a caravanner on his
day off.
Incidentally, if any
reader continually comes
into conflict with other
road users, then it's lime to
take a serious look at the
way they drive.

Truckers and
caravanners - the
debate rages on

I Disagree
A Mr Beckett from
Southport writes to take
Issue with a couple of
readers
Relerring to Septembers
issue of Citizens' Band, St
Bruno from Huddersfield
complains about truckers.
Wel" I agree with him to a
certain extent even though
I am a trucker myself. Not
all truckers try to make
caravans sway. If this
annoys you so much , why
not just use a little
common sense and pull
over slightly.
As for Mr Tait from
York, whether Or not an 11
metre radio society would
be a good thing, only time
will tell. like a lew other
breakers, I have both SSB
and FM radios and have
been a regular breaker for
qui te a few years.
Unfortunately, I don't
agree with some of your
ideas. For example,
number one idea about
having both the UK 40
band and the FCC band
will be a waste of time
until the idiots learn to
behave - which , I doubt
will ever happen. Idea
number five, I believe, is
worst of all. It will do
nothing but create more
havoc. The rest of your
ideas speak for
themselves also - in other
words, a waste o f time.
As for RB01 , the same
applies to him; useless
ideas, apart from number
four and I quote
"nationwide body to
monitor the use and abuse
of the system". Th is socalled body should be
each and everyone of us
who use this system.
CITIZENS' BAND

I, for a start, when I get
my DF gadget (which will
be soon) will, to use a
figure of speech, blow
them all up.

Amateur Radio
or Radio
Amateurs?
White Eagle from
Devon has an
interesting overview of
the CB/ham situation
Phew! What an issue the
September issue of CB
turned out to be - Filly
suffering verbal assault
and persecution, several
despairing letters about
truckers , wallies and poor
operating practices, and
Keith Townsend trying to
inject some sanity into the
proceedings by telling
everyone to give it all up
and go amateur!
I came to CB some
eighteen months ago
through a friend and
initially saw it as a useful
means of local contact
with home while on the
road as a country GP. The
bands are not too
crowded in the country
and contact is fairly
reliable (so don 't al l go
moving out here at once).
Soon I realized other
people were there also. At
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first I was bemused by the
music-playing , deadkeying and bad language
of some "operators " but I
soon learned that these
were the "wallies" and
even in our
underpopulated area they
seemed to become rapidly
more numerous even
during my short time on
27M Hz (do wallies breed
like rabbits or simply
sound like them?).
I also got to know many
breakers (by far the
majority) who didn 't sound
like "Smokey and the
Bandit", used phrases like
"good afternoon " and
didn't say " Roger-D " every
other word. Through these
new-found friends I joined
the Wishing-Well breakers '
club (plug-plug) and when
some of the group
arranged a course for the
Radio Amateur

Examination , I took the
course , sat the exam and
passed. Suddenly, I have
found yet another world of
'radio practice. Good
manners and operating
practices are the norm
and all I have spoken to
so far are keen to help a
"new boy" find his feet. To
some, the operating
procedures may seem
pedantic but at least ifd
pedantic but at least if the
general standard is high
the occasional lapse is not
too critical. And how many
times do you wish people
would give their callsign ,
handle or whatever,
automatically so that you
don't have to keep
guessing who it is you 're
talking to (or, more to the
point who that 'QSK' could
be)?
I rema'ln a keen CBer
and I shall certainly not
chuck my 27M Hz rig
away, but I shall seriously
think whether I invest in a
new one come the CEPT
frequencies.
Both Harry Tait ("11
metre society") and RB01
("A better system ") suggest
in effect some sort of
parallel amateur set-up,
something which could
only prove divisive. RB01 's
suggestions in particular
are already alive and well
on the amateur bands. The
band plans, special and
emergency frequencies
etc (only suggested
allocations) are adhered to
by the operators
themselves without the
need for unenforcable,
nebulous "legislation".
And why? We are all
radio "amateurs " after all
(when did you last gel
paid for chatting on CB?).
Perhaps part of the answer
is this ; I was proud to
receive my amateur
I felt I had
call
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achieved something more
than just paying £12 to the
Secretary of State. I
suspect that all our wallies
and many others besides
if they have a CB licence'
at all , regard it as a mere
lax on something which
they feel should be "free"
- perhaps a reaction to
the TV licence debate.
What if the CB allocation
were to come under some
sort of "novice" amateur
licence with a basic rad io
competence exam? The
idea is nol new but would
achieve Ilason between
CBers and hams through
interest in the "new"
bands. I do not Ihink it
would result in a "loss "
of the bands to Ihe
amateur service as GB' ers
outnumber hams by some
five-to-one in Ihe UK (and
the amateur has access to
the bands with a CB
licence in any case al
present). This CQuid open
the way for legal SSB,
better antennas etc, while
keeping som e of the
power restrictions for
those who wouldn 't know
a spurious emission if it hit
them in the Yagi , and
would bring CB under Ihe
protective umbrella of the
amateur organisa tions
which have an established
bargaining relationship
with central government.
And as for the watlies ,
they could OSB into the
ORM from whence Ihey
came ; Roger-D good
buddy?

The air-waves over sleepy
old Somerset have been
breathing strange
language this last year or
two.
"West Hatch , this is
Taunton Control: How do
you read me?"
"Witliton Control: This is
Crowcombe."
"Wedmore, this is
Sedgemoor Control:
Advise numbers still in
need of shelter."
Breakers in the West
Country who have heard .
listened in to and perhaps
been interrupted ,
(although we hope not) by
such unusual official
sounding exchanges
deserve an explanation.
Blame Somerset County
Council if you like - but
the voices are, were ,
genuine ' Breakers ', some
one hundred and eighty of
them who have come to
the aid of Ihe County
Emergency Planning
Officer. They range from
dedicated operators: Club
members , REACT
operators, Tidewatch
monitor groups and such,
to farmers with a set on
the tractor for 'lunch calls '
only and yo ungsters
feeling their way into CB.
What they all have in
common is their
willingness to make
themselves and their

equipment available for
real emergency
communication. It all
began some three years
ago when the County saw
the need to set up an
emergency network
capable of linking County
and District offices and
depots to the public as
part of 'Emergency
Pla nning '.
One problem was that
each council already had
its own radio system, each
on a different frequency,
even a different waveband. Another was that
there was no contact with
the public in the event of
telephones being put out
of action. Radio amateurs
helped overcome the first
(a word of thanks here to
all the RAYNET members
who give up much of their
spare time testing and
operating links on our
behalf) but how do you put
32 main ce ntres in touch
with 300 or so small towns
and villages?
So we bought some rigs
- Maxcom 20Es and
Westward PT 2s for our
main ce ntres and asked
Parish Councils to find
local operators to man
t'other end. This is the only
commitment the volunteer
breakers have; they
neither payor receive fees ,
have no Club nights ,
rallies or whatever. Each is
registered at County Hall
and two, possibly three

times a year, receives a
call from County, asking
him/ her to take part in a
Communications Test of
perhaps an hour's
duration or, once a year , in
an exercise lasting
probably two or three
hours , with the Parish
Emergency Committee.
The County Council clears
Ihis activity with DOT & I
Radio Investigations
Branch who co-operate by
monitoring and we do ask
other CBers to bear with
us if we tend to dominate
one or two channels for
these short periods.
Please remember that
fellow breakers are
involved who might well
have been using the
channels anyway.
To date we have
concentrated on three of
the five areas in Somerset,
each of which has had an
exercise blending District
Council radio , RAYNET
and CB. In the autumn , we
break new ground with a
test in South Somerset on
15th October and in
Mendip area on 22nd
October. This means Ihat
by spring of next year, the
network will have
expanded to cover the
whole County.
Any breaker who would
like to know more, please
give me a land line on
Taunton (0823) 55535 or
write to: Emergency
Planning Section, County
Hall , Taunton , Somerset.
Alternatively, if you pick
up one of our tests , wa it
until it is officially over "All
stations - test end , thank
you for your co-operation"
and then come in on the
side.

Breakers on
Official Duty?
Bill Laurens of th e
Emerg e ncy Planning
Section of Taunton
12
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MACK CHAT

FLATSIDE
-THE ANSWER P
Mack the Hack carries on with his crusade for the use of horizontal omnidirectional
antennae for 934
II this fresh air must
surely be doing me some
good. The fresh air that I
am getting is caused by
my attending this year's
mobile eye-balls, rallies
or, as the latest one was called , ' Local
conven tion' organised by the 934 club
UK. The aim of this day, Sunday 17
August, was for 934 users to go as a
loca l group to a high spot and make
contact with other such groups on
their hills through 934 radio. My venue
for the day was the same as last year.
A field that the clu b had rented for the
day on a hill, of course, behind the
' Ha lfway House' on the A127
Southend arterial road. It was , as I
said, supposed to have been a 'local'
do but people from as far as Brighton
and Reading attended this meet.
For people attending this site for
the first time, a talk-in station was in
operation. But many just homed in on
the smoke beacon that came from
Mary Machin's barbecue.
I don't think many people tried any
radio communicating as more were
interested in chatting eyeball-toeyeball to the slations that we would
normally chat 10 over the air. For the
first time at this convention was a
bring and buy (or as some people call
it, a junk sale) with lots of used
goodies for sale.
M any people approached me with
questions about the Omn i-V antenna
that Tony Wood and I wrole about a
couple of issues back. Fortunately I
had the foresight to take one of the
originals along. Although the
dimensions were given in this
mag azine with the article, people were
surpri sed at the antenna's small size. I
would take this opportunity to tell you
that mention has been made about the
method of joining the coax as Tony
suggests using N or BNC plugs. Other
methods tried that eliminate the costly
plugs include splicing th e cables, but
surgi cal care must be taken doing this ,
or making copper T-pieces out of thin
tube. Possible but difficult. I lound
splicing was easier. Many people have
told me that they intend building this
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antenna, so it seems that flalside
working is on the move in the right
direction.
It is a known fact that some people
cannot even mend a fuse or even fit a
plug so I am sure that 934 users out
there wish that they could buy a readymade horizontal omnidirectional
antenna. In reply to those that have
asked me if and where can they gel
them, well as far as I know, to date,
you can 't. But if there is any
manufacturer out there that plans to
produce such an antenna and lets me
know then I will certainly pass the
information on to you, the readers.
I have heard over the air and during
discussions with others that " I have
tried flatside for a time but could not
hear any other stations". How long is a
time? A day, week, month? More likely
days or even a few hours. As an
example of what could happen, station
A puts up a horizontal antenna and
listens around and gives a few ca lls
but has no response from other
horizontal stations. So whilst station A
is climbing his pole to put his antenna
back to vertical, station B a few miles
away is also up on their roof putting
his antenna ilatside in an attempt to
find some other horizontal stations. So
when stations A and B hook up again
on the vertical polarisation mode they
agree that flatside is dead. Lack of
communication is what has happened
in the past and the answer is that a
period should be set that those
wishing to experiment with horizontal
antenna systems may do so knowing
that others are also g iving this mode a
try.
So, it has been agreed al the 934
club eyeball by some of the
enthusiasts that a date should be
decided. The first Sunday in
November for the remainder of the
week will be known as the Ftatside
Working Experiment week. Hopefully
by the time you read this , you should
have a couple of weeks to try and
organise a horizontal antenna of some
sorts whether it be a beam or one of
the Omni Vs . Of course , you don't have
to take part in the experiment but if

you are one of the many stations that
are suffering from the cellula r phone
problem then this is the opportunity for
you to try the cure that many others
have found for the problem .
There are still some areas that slitl
have not suffered mobile phone
interference. Lucky you, I say, and I
would not wish it on anyone. On my
odd weekend trips to Clacton in Essex
I find very lillie interference so I can
use vertical polarised antennas
satisfactorily. But a little bird told me
recently that these mobile phone
people plan to erect their repeater
stations around the coast of this island
so that boat users can take advantage
of the cellular phone system. Although
it's a curse to our 934 CB I would be
the first to agree that the cellular
mobile or the portable phones are a
fantastic idea but stil l very expensive.
Recently when the engine of my wo rks
motor decided to take an unscheduled
stop on the M4 , I wished that I had on
board some form of communication
equipment such as a cellular phone.
But forlunately I managed to stop just
a few yards from a motorway phone
that worked.
As mentioned in this magazine by
myself and others, the OTI are
studying the idea of a personal radio
system for this country. For small
business use is the claim made lor the
introduction of such a system in this
country. But, as I am sure you would
remember and agree, thaI was what
they said about 27MHz and 934. I
know 01 a local driving school that has
27MHz litted in its cars and we have
had a lew other examples of business
users on 934, so why introduce yet
another system? Who is a small
business user? Building sites come
top of my list where new estates are
being built, but how many of them are
there around? Large factories , farms ,
local taxi firms or, again, driving
schools, clubs that specialise in field
events, and I am sure you could think
01 many others. If these people
needed short range communications
why didn't they try the 934 CB?
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David Harding
reports on how
CB can be
employed as an
alternative to
community radio

Left to right: Yachtmaste" Raydah
and Little Dragon during a recent
KCM news broadcast

"H

ere is the

news .. ,"

These were
words
frequently
heard on
various channels in the more rural
communities in many parts of the
co untry. No more so than in East Kent
where, during the year following
legalisation, it was possible to pick up
news broadcasts from no less than
fourteen locations: Westgate, Margate,
Broadstairs, Ramsgate, Easlry,
Kingsdown, Dover, Dymchurch,
Ashford, Faversham, Camber and no
less than three from Deal! Today all
that remains is one club station and a
monitoring group.
Before these sta tions pass into
oblivion and become CB history, we
ought to record a tribute to those who
have run them. In doing this , who
knows? Maybe it might even inspire
other operators to try their hand at it.
Some of the broadcasts were
excellent others inevitably rather poor.
The best ones had a huge following
of listeners in their heyday. One
specialised in a bedtime story for
children; one defied all the rules and
played pop requesls, firsl on AM then
a repeat programme on FM; one
risked broadcasting Bible readings
and was hilariously heckled by witty
breakers. But the majority
concentrated on news o f local events,
supplemented by announcements of
cl ub activities for the information on
members.
Were Ihese transmissions within the
terms of the licence? Well , this
16

question was studied carefully by a
number of legal men, and guidance
was sought from the OTf, and the
conclusion was that it fell into one of
the many "grey areas". If a station had
a musical logo, which was short and
repeated each time, specially
composed and pfayed for each
individual sta tion, then it seemed 10
fall between a legal "station
indentification " and the illegal " playing
of music". If the news concluded with
a "radio check ", where the listeners
could come back with comments and
reception reports, then it seemed an
acceptable " two way communication"
which is the essence of CB.
Would these transmissions have
been tolerated in big cities? It is rathe r
doubtful. Channels are at a premium in
crowded urban areas, and the space
would probably not have been feft
clear for long. Breakers in the country
tend to be more tolerant. They love a
bit of local fun , and have a beller
sense of community.
So, lei us pro fi le two of the News
Stations to save their efforts from
being forgotten. " Deal Twenty
Breakers News", run by Jell y Bean for
nearly five years without a break,

Christmas Day included! In view of the
enormous work involved, preparing the
programme and never having a free
wee kend , Jelly Bean decided to give
up as recently as July this year, and
nobody could be found to take it on.
"Kent Coast Monitors' News", run by
Raydah, which started around the
same lime, is still going strong.
Both were heard by more or less
the same audiences, and the two
transmissions followed each other on
a Sunday evening, with DBC going out
at 8.30 pm and KCM at about 9.20 pm,
using Channel 30, from Deal and
Kingsdown respectively. In addition,
KCM's news is relayed to Dover and
Thanet by the simpfe expedient of
sending the programme down the
telephone. CB sound quality is very
similar to telephone quality, and many
people do not notice the difference.
Dover takes the news in advance, and
transmits it at 8 pm on Channel 05.
Thanel gets it simultaneously with
Ki ngsdown, at the new time of 9 pm,
and puts it out on Chan nel 35, whic h
is the local network frequency. There
was a time when it was relayed by
Faversham simultaneously on Channel
30, and th is was quite exciting, as a
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mobile could leave Dover and cross
Kent on the A2 and M2, with almost
continuous coverage of the broadcast
on one channel until he reached
Maidstone!
The Deat Twenty Breakers' News
was a relaxed , cheerful weekly gettogether. It was compered by Jelly
Bean, who shared the microphone
with Live Wire and a few other
breakers, whilst Supervisor manned
the telephone in case there was any
late news coming in whilst the
programme was on the air. The script
was written on a word-processor for
flexibility, and other contributions were
recorded in advance on tape. Just
before 8.30, the local breakers on the
network handed over to Jelly Bean,
who played a tape of the tuning Signal,
followed by a signature tune. This was
a March, composed and played by a
local breaker, and based on the
rhythm of the Morse letters CO, and
the musical notes DBC. On his mixer
unit, specially built for the set-up, Jelly
Bean then faded down the tape
recorder and brought in the two
microphones, one for himself and one
for Live Wire.
Local news and one or two
interesting features of a magazine
nature would then be followed by the
weekly Quiz. Three questions were set,
and the first person to ring in with
correct answers would win five pounds
donated by Deal Breakers Club. Then
came the announcements for club
members, which gave publicity not
only to the one we have already
mentioned, but also to four or five
other clubs in the area. Breakers'
News came next, collected by
members of the team or contributed by
the listeners, and this could vary from
the hilarious (such as the "Wally of the
Week" spot), through personal
messages often only understood by
the people involved, greetings (73s
and 88s) and even, on occasions,
tributes to breakers who had passed
away. The regular weekly recipe by
The Chef, followed by the weekly
gardening notes by Mister Eric came
next. These had been pre-recorded,
and gave the news-readers a chance
for a break and a drink. There might
also be studio guests, such as
Winemaker talking about his selfevident hobby, or the late Big Bear
who would sing a song or two in his
rich , sonorous voice to guitar
accompaniment.
A few jokes, a few words of advice
on how to get the best out of CB, and
then came the football news and the
angling news. These were of particular
interest as they were very topical; they
were specially written each week, and
beat the local paper by four days!
Finally, there would be any late news
items, and then would come the radio
checks. On an average night, they
could number anywhere between thirty
and fifty, coming from as wide an area
as Clacton in the north, Canterbury to
the west, Folkestone in the south, and
Calais across the English Channel.
But for everyone who succeeded in
getting his call through the clamour,
one could always reckon that there
were five or more other listeners
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earwigging.
One might think that DBC had said
it al" and that there was nothing left for
Kent Coast Monitors. But this was the
strange thing. KCM began in a very
small way, with a ten-m inute up-date of
current developments in monitoring
and emergency work, together with
information of a local and changing
nature which an efficient monitor
needed to keep by his rig . Then, as an
increasing number of monitors
became Radio Amateurs , the news
expanded to include recent
developments in CB, the Ham Bands,
SWL-ing, and DXing.
In an effort to give monitors a better
understanding of their work, interviews
were recorded with police officers,
coastguards, firemen , and ambulance

crewmen dealing with health, safety
and crime prevention. One ambulance
man recorded a twenty-part series on
First Aid. With the advent of the
Neighbourhood Watch Schemes,
special features were prepared
explaining what it was all about. There
was also a Technical Section run by
Yachtmaster, a lecturer in Dover who
provided the local RAE courses.
Monitors sent in questions about
licence regulations , radio propagation,
how to reduce interference, how to
insure equipment, how best to deal
with an unusual type of emergency;
and sometimes the questions would
range even wider, including how to
cope with a teenage daughter on
drugs, or when to innoculate a pet
kitten. In each case, one of the team
would research the subject and
contact the relevant authority, so that a
reliab le answer could be given.
To their surprise, KCM found that
they had developed an even bigger
audience. This was partly due to their
news being transmitted from several
locations which widened the range,
but also because many people found
the information useful or interesting.
This is not to say that it found
universal acclaim. At one time, seven
editions were being put out on a
Sunday, but this period only lasted for
a few weeks. Towns like Ashford
reacted violently; what we call "The
Big City Syndrome", where Channel
Nine is not respected and monitors
are treated with contempt. The news
was jammed out, and the relay base

operator threatened. Towns like
Faversham reacted with simple apathy,
which made Ihe exercise a waste of
time. Areas like Ihe Romney Marsh
liked the idea, but preferred
independence rather than news piped
down from another part of the county,
so they began a weekly " Monitors'
Forum" on channel. What KCM
regarded as its sincerest tribute came
from Dover, where a local group of
ne'er-do-wells were so worried that CB
Channel Nine posed a threat to their
efforts at mugging, house burglaries
and car thefts that they jammed the
news to try and weaken the monitoring
organisation. Most of these characters
are at present behind bars, so the
Dover outlet is getting a clear run
again!
The present format has been
slightly influenced by the closing
down of the DBC news, though in
essence the style is the same as it has
always been. KCM has its own logo
(recorded by local schoolchildren) and
signature tune (composed and
recorded by a local organist).
Normally, three newsreaders are on
duty each week, and the regulars are
Raydah, Yachtmaster and Little
Dragon. That leaves Green Fingers,
Moonwalker, Hot Dog and Delta Lima
as reserves or special reporters.
The first section is a magazine of
general items of interest, with a
leaning towards radio communication ,
emergency work, health and safety.
Then comes a summary of
forthcoming local events, followed by
information for monitors. This includes
stolen vehicles to watch for, roadworks
and traffic holdups locally, a specially
prepared local weather forecast for
farmers and mariners, a list of late
chemists, and high tides for fishermen .
A particularly useful feature is a
summary of petrol prices in the area;
at times when competition is high,
some garages have been known to
drop their prices when they found that
CB was being used to spread the
word!
At this point, each transmitter
unhooks from the network, with
Coinhunter or Second Hand Shop
continuing for Thanet, and Robin
Redbreasl or Jock Strap continuing
for Dover, whilst the main studio deals
with matters in the Central Area. This
will consist of Breakers' News, Local
News and any Special
Announcements of local interest. Each
region then does its own radio checks,
before handing back the channel to
the local network.
Of course, if anyone is thinking of
trying out the idea for themselves, one
cannot deny that there is an enormous
amount of work involved. Finding the
information, writing the scripts, and
developing the necessary mike
technique takes a lot of time and
practice; but once the right team has
been recruited , it can also be good
fun , and can often be well appreCiated
by the breakers who tune in to earwig.
The pity is that this kind of activity is
becoming rarer and rarer on CB,
though one hopes that it wil l never die
out altogether, as it can provide a
valuable service to the community.
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TRUCK STOP

hiS last month we truckers
have really been getting
some flack from the TV and
newspapers about our
standard of driving and I
must admit there is some
truth in the criticism. Every day I run
up an'd down our motorways and the
driving standards certainly leave a lot
to be des ired and it is not unusual to
see up to eight trucks nose-Io-tail with
only inches between them. I dread to
think what would happen if one of
them had any problems.
In my opinion, most of the blame
for these standa rds lies with the
driving hours we are allowed which, as
I have mentioned before is eight. Most
firms seem to want more work in
too short a time. hence high speeds
and many chances taken. I am also of
the opinion that car d rivers , too , must
drive with their eyes closed with so
many trying to overtake even when
your flashers are going and when you
say "naughty boy" (or words to that
effect), they tell you " I didn't see your
signals" - well I su ppose they
wouldn't really, my lorry o n ly has six
flashers on it! Let us hope that thing s
will improve in October when our
driving hours are increased - I
believe we shaH have nine hours
d riving a d ay wi th two (not consecutive
days) at ten hou rs, b ut I expect ou r
Transport Manager w ill want lots more
work doing.
For this month's cafe I have chosen
Carmen's Cafe which is si tuated near
Abingdon , one mile 011 the A34 at the
turn off for the Mi lton/Wantage road
(A417). Although the park is very small ,
holding only about six to eight trucks,
the food and service certain ly make up
for this. Carmen, who owns the cafe
opens early al5am un til 6pm Monday
to Friday onl y - it is very unusua l for
cafes to open so early but most
truckers do like early starts and a
cup of tea is the perfect start to my
day. Evening meals are by order up
until5pm and the food is very goodthe cafe is spotlessly clean and
telephone and washing facilit ies are

T
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Our resident big-wheeler, Big
T from Telford, reports on
one of his favourite caffs, a
local eyeball, general driving
standards - and his vocal
abilities

available. You can give Carmen a
shout on channel 19 (Hot Cuppa).
The last time I went in to the caf~ my
breakfast was bought by myoid mate
Dave (The Pose r), Electron. Dave was
telling me he fishes for the England
Disabled Team and this year they are
the champions. Well done, Dave and
your team mates, and thanks for the
smashing meal and the pleasant forty
minutes company.
The Tango Tango Club, of which I
have the honour of be ing chairman
(eat your heart out Fil ly! ), have started
a long distance section and at the
time of writing this article, we have 72
members from 25 different counties
plus George (Onchan Man) and Malc
(Soldier Boy) from the Isle of Man. It is
my personal ambition to have
members in every county of the British
Isles so to al l our 72 long d istance
members, thanks , and there is
definitely no truth in the rumour that I
am only looking for somewhere to stay
on my nights out!
In the July issue of our magazine, I
see that Golf Romeo 03 (Gordon)
Roadliner has been complaining
about my singing on my travels
through the county of Gloucestersh ire
- well Gordon, any time you would
like to challenge me to a Singing

contes t, I am willing as long as we can
make some money for charity. I would
also like to point out that there is a
petition being sent to the magazine (as
soon as I have finished forg ing some
signatures); seriously though , I must
be one of the luckiest people I know
to have so many mates to talk to and I
would like to let Gordon know that I
am learning the wo rds to 'My Way'.
On Sunday 20th July, myself,
Dragonfly and abo ut forty more of
Telford's C8 fraternity we nt to Church
Gresley, near Burton on Trent, to their
eyeball/carnival. We arrived as we
thought early at lOam and were
pleasantly surprised to find the main
field already full of stalls, club tents,
etc so we erected our tent on an
adjacent field. We had a walk around
and renewed many old acquaintances
with many of our frie ndS already there,
the Kil o Bravos from Sheffield, the
Tango Tangos from Burton on Trent,
the Whisky Novembers from
Wolverhampton and the Poppa Deltas
from Birmingham together with many
more clubs from all over the country.
During the day we were ente rtained
by a dog obedience show, marching
bands, a lug-of-war and 12 gorgeous
young ladies doing their keep-fit
dancing routine (I had to turn my
pacemaker up two notches!). Wh ilst all
this was going on, we were, as usual,
ably entertained by Jim (Baby Allis) on
the Tanoy system. A g reat day was had
by all the people who attended and I
am sure that everyone wouid wish to
join me in thanking the o rganising
club.
To end this month, 1 wou ld like to
say how much I have en joyed writing
my Truckstop page - I have now
been writing this for one year and
would like to say many thanks to all
the breakers who se nd me OSL cards
tell ing me they enjoy my efforts and
look forward to the next twelve months.
Just one small postscript - Roger
(Headstone) from Telford, bewa re of
horses!

Big T
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This month, David Shepherdson (Dragonrider One) brings news OSL/DX clubs old and
new, plus names, cards and addresses 'rom StaHordshire to Scotland.

T

his month I'd like to start

Colour' Club cards available. These

off with a few personal
messages to various
people if I may. First of all,

are in the Currie Col lector Series and

. congratulations to Melvin

(Snake Bite) of Waking in

.Surrey who has just got married to the
lovely Lesley who is also interested in
CB radio! I think the marriage was

only the other week so do allow a little
extra time before you. sho!J 1d expect a
reply to any OSLs sent. My next

so are numbered, like the POM A FCC
ones (among others). These cards are
naturally ava il able only to members
and are available from Gordon. For
costs of these please contact Gordon

at the Club address and please, don't
forget to enclose a SASE for his reply!

1986, but then I got a message that all
the Club items had been sent to
Galaxy Group. Well, it's a bit late now,
but it appears that most of the Zodi ac
items had been sent, with lIuis
retaining enough to supply anyone
sending either applications to join, or
one of those cards which we re

Circulating during 1985. Those cards

Also, members ca n have personal

should have been sent to lIuis in

cards done in batches of 500, the last

Spain, by the way, and not Gordon as

message goes to Fred (Gardener Fred)

price I read for this was £24 but
please do check first. Also, some time

of Southampton, who has been

ago I mentioned that the Zodiac Club

mentioned in these pages before
during this year. Fred has been in

in Spain was closing at the end of

some people did. Anyone joining
Galaxy will receive membership to
Zodiac but Zodiac membership is not
otherwise available now. To joi n the

hospital recently after a stroke and, as
he's 86 years old on the 1 st of .
November, I'd like to take this

opportunity to wis h Fred both a happy
birthday and well wishes, hoping you
are getting on okay by now.
Every now and then I get a request
from a OSLer asking me to say thanks
in the mag to a printer or OSL firm for

excellent service or assistance. Well,
this month I'd like to say thanks to
Watford Electronics, not a QSL serv ice,

not connected with CB at all really, but
they helped me out when my computer
p rinter went wrong. My comp uter gets
its most use as a word processor so a
printer is essential. At the time my
printer threw its wobb ly, "we" had
received a new model printer which , in
addition to having the facilities I

needed, had a very good launch price,
all of which merit my thank s, but the

best thing of all was that I ordered one
o n Thursday afternoon, and rece ived it

on Monday morningl Thanks Watford
Electronics.
Okay, down to business again with

a request from Gordon (Disco 3) of the
Galaxy & Zulu Whiskey Clubs in
Brighouse for me to mention that the
Clubs have a selection of "Currie Full
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Galaxy Group costs £5 plus one
personal OSL ca rd , and not a club
ca rd or photocopy but a genuine
printed card. This is because the
Galaxy Group is a OX radio group
rather than a OSL club though OSLers
are welcome and if 5·10 of your own
cards are sent then you'll get a bundle
back in exr.hange.
Names now, starting off with Bob
(Orphan) of Romford in Essex - isn't
n.at where Steve Davis comes from?
Anyway, Bob says he has being using
CB for about two years now and really
enjoys it. He also writes with news of
his local CB club (Ford Sierra CB
Club) wh ich meets every Thursday
night (7.30 - 10.30) at the Ford Sport
& Social, Wood Lane, Dagenham ,
where they get some 50-60 breakers
most nights. From Richard (Hot Rod)
of Harrogate comes news of a
. problem he and other members of the
November Yankee Club have had.
Because of ill health, Richard could n't
get in to the Club meetings to collect
his mail and thus one or two people
got a little upset at the apparent lack
of OSl, but the then Secretary was
asked to forward all ca rds to members.
However, unfortunately, this didn't
happen. Now, there's a new Secretary
19

and Richard assures me that he and
all the OS Ling members of the NY
Club OSL 100% and he is looking
forward to getting plenty more various
OSLs!
As it's getting nearer and nearer to
Christmas once again, can I rem ind
you about the Romeo Delta X-Ray
(R DX)/R N LI appeal for used stamps
which are collected to help raise funds
for new boats. Don't forget, last year
OSLers helped to raise enough to buy
an "Atlantic M.P.E. Lifeboat". All this
fund-rais ing activity is, of course, coordinated by Ann (Devil Woman) of
Stornoway, and if you can help this
very worthy cause by sending her any
of your spare used stamps, she and
the RN 1I will be extremely grateful. A
representative from the RN II has also
requested that I pass on his thanks to
everyone who helped raise funds and
hopes that you will con tinue to do so!
A quick note here to let me know of a
change of address, and would I pass it
on, from George & Ann (Snake Bite &
Firelady) from 163 Borough Road ,
Middlesbrough; new address at the
end.
Another change of address just in
from Paul (Wol fman Jack) who has a
new two part card which he will swop
with anyone writing to him with their

cards. From Farnborough comes a
bundle of cards from Jim (Sweet Pea)
with a little exIra in the OSL package.
Last name for just now comes from an
excellent " Charlie " photo/hot loil card
being that of Elizabeth (Domino) who
I've a feeling is in fac t '; Mrs Charlie".
Of late all the names and cl ubs I've
mentioned have been UK ones, well,
just for a change I've a little news of a
Dutch one. This is the Voice Of
Ams terdam International OX Group.
Membership 01 this excellent club
costs a mere $2 (US), and they even
accept Sterling equivalent, but cash
only, no cheques l For your $2 you get
your VA No, 10 card , certi ficate,
stickers and OSL card, with a few
other items included too. Extras new to
the club include 3cm round stickers,
in fluorescent colours at $2 per 125
20

Galaxy/Zulu Whiskey
Romeo Delta X-Ray
Voice Of Amsterdam
Dragonrider One

PO Box 14, Brighouse, West
Riding of Yorkshire, HD6 2SE.
10 Wallace Street, Rutherglen ,
Glasgow, G73 2SA, Scotland.
PO Box 32063, NL-1003 HB
Amsterdam , Holland.
3 Tarn Villas , Cowpasture Ro~d,
IIkley West Riding of Yorkshire,
LS29 '8RH or via the mag.

stickers. A club stamp is also available
at $3, and Club OSLs at $3 for 50.
When you send money through the
post, you should always make sure it
won't slide about inside the package
as, with some envelopes, a coin can
break through and get 10Sl in the post.
With the UK one pound note being a
very rare item nowadays, we have to
either use £1 coins, or buy enough
club items so as to use a £5 note (or
£10). With a note it is safer to put th is
between a couple of ca rds or suchlike.

When sending coins use some
sellotape to secure the coin(s) to one
01 your cards, (or some stiff cardboard)
and then pad the envelope with a
couple more cards so that the coins

QSL 'FR.OM
SWEET PEA..

P.O.BOX 20,
FARNBOROUGH,HAN T S
GU 14 gAT.ENGLAND .

QSL 100%
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do not show through . When sending
cash abroad it is always a good idea
10 send Ihis by Regi slered POSI and
when sending outside Europe, Ai rmail
is a lot quicker too! To send money by
Registered Post you must use the Post
Office's own special packaging or else
it won't be covered!
Okay, bad news round-up lime now!
A long time ago, Jorgen althe Toucan
Club of Venezuela was taken very ill
and people who sent all for
membership didn 't hear from him and

*

(TANGO WHISKY 18)

THE WANDERER

and
(SIERRA CHARLIE 09)

some of them wrote off their money

SOUTHERN COMFORT

after several months. However, since

Ihen, Ihe majorily of Ihese people did
receive their package s. In the la st year
though , Jorgen seems to have

dropped oul of OSLing as I and
several other people have not heard
from him at all. If anyone has news of
Jorgen could you be bolhered 10 pul

aSL SERVICE' s ADDRESSES:Charlie Cards

Currie Cards

t HartshOrne,
26 Edward stre( Stalls., DEt t
Burlon-on-Tren ,
7HG.
I Street Blackl1ill, Co
89 Derwen H8 8
Durham, D06 Canterbury, Kent.
PO Box 1 ,

d.

Ray (UK POMA Rep)
FAM ilY FROM PAUL
LIMITE D EDITION
PLEASE CSl FOR PART 1 OF 2 PART CA RD

pen to paper and let me know? Ta. A

warning from Ray (RSE & UK POMA
Rep) aboul Sundown; bolh Ihe Club
and the Colour Card printers. With
reference to the Sundown Club, Ray
has been Irying to get either his Club
pack or a refund since November
1984! Also, anyone sending for cards
is unlikely 10 gel much joy as (and I
quole) "They have only managed 10
print cards once in a yead ". Ray's

on a couple of clubs who want to do a

postman arri ving each day with more
OSL's. I think that this one is going to
be the last name for this month and it's
Ihal of Phil and Linda (The Wanderer &

direclory of QSUDX elc clubs, and
more information. If you want a
mention or are organising a "do"
please do drop me a line via the mag
or direct to my home AD. That's all ,
catch you next month, do take care!

Soulhern Comfort) of Arbroalh wilh a
great little card!
That's it, no more room once again.
Next month I'll try to fit in a browse
through a club package, some news

leller has jogged my memory of
something I did a couple of years ago.

r myself wrote to Sundown asking for
info and cos Is, and evenlually I did gel
a reply. I then sent off a design and a
deposit and never heard from them
again!

A leller from Jack (King Fisher) of

Melvin (Snakebile)
Fred (Gardener Fred)
Bob (orphan)

Leeds brings a warning about the

Roman Cily DX QSl Club of CheslerIe-Slreet in Co Durham. This Club has
featured in these pages over the last
couple of years since it was founded
in April 1984. Jack applied 10 join Ihe

Club and gal his applicalion bac k wilh
a note from Guy Davidson Slating thai
due to pressures of work he has had
to close the Club. So, if you have any
application forms for the Roman City,
please don 't pass them on now. Sorry
to hear about this, it's always a shame
time Jack sent one of his super new
POMA cards , this one is in the

Jim (Sweet Pea)
Elizabetl1 (Domino)

ox

,

'

Heysl1aw, Dacre,
Riding 01

~c;k~~;~', ~~~noway, Isle of
lewis.
d Court MiddlesbO rOU911 ,
18 Rutlan
'Sl
Cleveland, TS l 2d Derby, DE3
R
33 Silverhill oa ,
6Ul.
20 FarnborOu9h, Hants,
PO Box
,
GU14 9A~ Street Hartshorne,
~6u~~~~~-Trent, Sialls , DEll

7HG.
e Garforll1,
36 Derwent ARV~~g'Of Yorkshire,
leeds, Wesl I
LS25 t H N· broath scotland,
PO Box 4 , Ar
'
& Soulhern DDll 1 HS.

Jack (King Fisher)

those who are interested. Jack says
bored with and he looks forward to the

OlQ.

Harrogate, Nort~ H D

Ann (Oevif woma n/ ROX
APpeal)
George & Ann .
(Snakebite & Ftrefady)
Paul (Woffman Jack)

Colleclors Series, no: 86/4284 for
Ihal QSLing is a hobby he never gels

PO

Home Farm,

Richard (Hot Rod)

when a good Club closes. Allhe same

3 Knaphitl, Waking,
PO Box 8 ,
NP
Surrey, GU21 ~ay· Soutl1amplon.
37 HBi9h 4vleRwomford Essex, RM7

PI1i1 & Linda
(The Wanderer
Comfort)
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CALLING ALL CLUBS!
CLUB SPOTLIGHT
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In our September issue, the Fun Makers Breakers Club enjoyed a
fair amount of free publicity in our Club Spotlight feature (see
above). Jealous? You needn't be. We intend to make Club
Spotlight a regular feature but we can't be everywhere at the same
time so why not get one of your members to take a dozen or so
shots of your club night and send them to us for possible inclusion
in the magazine?
Ideally, photographs should be in black-and-white, but good
quality colour pix will also be acceptable. We would also like a few
words about your club to accompany the photos - information
abouts is aims, meeting place and times, presidents, secretaries
etc. It would also be handy if you could provide one or two-line
captions to go with the photos - for example "left to right: Fred
Bloggs, Joe Blow" and suchlike, even just handles if you prefer.
A free service? Too good to be true? No, just zap the information
along to us quickly as you can and you could see your names and
faces featured prominently in your favourite magazine in a matter
of months!
Send photos and information to: CLUB SPOTLIGHT, Citizens'
Band, 1 Golden Square, London W1 R 3AB.
22
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By now you will
noticed the
new design and layout of Citizens'
Band. We have all put a lot of time
and thought into updating your
favourite magazine and we hope
you like it.
But - there's more to come! Next
month, which is, incidentally, our
sixth birthday issue, sees the
introduction of our new title logo
(see above) which appears on the
front cover. Pause for a fanfare of
trumpets. We're letting you know
in advance so you know what to
look for when you sprint down to
the newsagents every month which we know you all do!

LEGAL BASE STATION ANTENNA
- A UNIQUE DESIGN THAT GIVES
OUTSTANDING LONG DISTANCE
PERFORMANCE

•

Meets Home Office specification

•

Heavy duty fibreglass & polished
aluminium construction

•

Precision engineered 1'14' diameter
weatherproof centre loading coil

•

500 watt power handling capacity

•

S.w.R. better than 1. 5 tol F.M"
A.M ., S.S .B.
•

Easy erection without expensive
extra masting

WHAT MAKES THE

ARD PT
TRANSCEIVER
CAN BUY?

•

No unsightly angled radials
•

Band width 26 - 28 Mhz
•

Overall length 17 feet

'A little extra will get you
BASE USE

No other base station oilers an advan-

ced, active power supply with very low
noise, and 8utomatic standby on the

Internal battery-when the mains has
failed, you may need that emergency
call!
MOBILE
No other mobile can be Instantly transterred from one vehicle to another, be
Isolated Irom the vehicle electrical
system. lor less Interlerance, and give
FULL performance in TX & RX.

PORTABLE

No other portable oilers high capacity
battery (3 working days use) and rapid
integral charger (5 hours) with performance equal to 8 mobile when using
sis whip (op. extra). PL259 ant. socket.

a lot further'

~(gj)
AVAILABLE THROUGH
YOUR C.B. RETAILER
OR FROM CHELCOM
(ADD £2.50 P&P)

Trade enquiries to ,
Attractive & durable s/ sleel cabinet, selective calling can be built In, &
custom mods to order.
Extras include sIs wh ips, mag. mounts, and hand crafted real leather
case with custom carving of illustrations and handles If required .
Price less than many mains only sels. See your dealer, or SAE for fu ll details to:
We.tward Elactron ics, The M ill House, Tu ckenhay, Totnas, Devon TQ9 7 EL
Tel: 080423 336/370, 0803 864470. Trede enquiries welcome.
North West. D.A.S. 68 Lark Lena, Liverpool L17 8VA Tel: 061 7276013.
West Midland. C.B. Cabin, 81 Church Street.
Hill Tel: 0384 71906.
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CHELCOM
3 Homecroft Drive,
Uckington,
Cheltenham,

Glos. GL51 9FN
Tel: (0242) 68653
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s 1987 approaches, jus1
about everyone with any
interest in CB Radio is
ge11ing exci1ed about the
prospect of Britain
becoming the first country
in the world to licence an eightychannel service. Even Uncle Sam, who
would have us believe that he
invented CS, only permits the use of
forty, although there have always been
rigs capable of transmitting on many
more. But what will it mean? Will we be
able to take fu ll advan1age of the fact
that, for the first time, frequencies in
common use in neighbouring
countries like France, Belgium,
Holland and Germany will be legally
'available to us, or wilt we be swamped
by high powered Italian stations? Or
will the sheer volume of traffic make
the whole thing unworkable?

A

For five years we in Britain have
been obliged to make use of a set of
frequencies which , although they
offered the advantage that they were
not being constanlly bombarded with
signals from overseas, set us apart
from the rest of the world and created
problems for both manufacturers and
users. To those involved at the time it
came as no surprise when we were
allocated this unique part of the band.
The Home Office, in those days the
licensing authority, had always been
reluctant to even consider 27MHz as a
possible site for CB, regardless of the
fact that it has become universally
adopted by every other country with
any form of CB service and, publ ic
opinion having forced them to
reconsider, they took the near-sighted
view that since CB was intended only
for short-range communication there
was no need for standardisation with
similar services in neighbouring
countries.
To be fair to them, they were also
obliged to consider the very genuine
needs of those users such as radio
paging, model control and remote
control devices which were then
located within the bottom half of the
27MHz band and for which no
immediate alternative was available
and it is conceivab le that legalisation
might have been delayed by anything
up to a couple of years but for this
compromise.
Although their somewhat eccentric
choice of a five digit offset appeared
illogical to everyone but themselves,
manufacturers soon overcame their
initial objections and it has to be said
that the service based on the old
specification has served us well, so
long, that is , as we remained within our
own shores . The real problem has, of
course , been the fact that our one-off
system was unacceptable to the
licensing authorities in every other
coun1ry throughout Europe. Admittedly
there has, until now, been lillie in the
way of consensus among European
regimes when it came to CB but our
syslem made it virtually impossible to
travel overseas with a CB rig in your
car or truck. International travel
became a nightmare as trucke rs and
holidaymakers alike facing irate
Customs officials, many of whom
24

Keith Townsend peers into his crystal ball to take a look at
what Rlay lie ahead for CB in this country
seemed just as unsure of their ground
as their hapless victims.
Hopefully the introduction of a
common standard will make such
problems a thing of the past, or will the
whole point be frustrated by just one
or two countries failing to fall into line?
The oullook is far from certa in. Not
every European administration
appears committed to the new
standard and even those which are
have different views when it comes to

choosing a start date.
As for channel overcrowding, I can
see a return to the days when the OX
enthusiasts were prepared to sit
through the watches of the night in 1he
hopes of a contact with that ra re
distant station, many more of which
should be avai lable under favourable
conditions. Even though the skip is
generally at a pretty low ebb these
days there have been some fairly
;m;;'A«h'A lifts of late and a little
have its own rewards.

The real danger lies in the
possibility that there may be those
who lack the patience to wait for an

opening and we may well see a
resurgence of the use of burners, as
the power crazy minority try to create
their own conditions. The use of power
amplifiers has always been contrary to

the terms of the licence but only the
most naive among us do not realise
that they are in still in use. Surely the
time has now come when a really

effective means of prevention must not
only be devised but rigidly enforced if
the genuine breaker is to share in the

full potential of the enlarged band.
Condi tions wi ll, of course, rise over
the next few years, as the sunspot
cycle returns to something

approaching its pre-Iegalisation height
and although CEPT envisages only the
use of FM we must not forgel that

One major departure with tradition
whic h will accompany the new
licences will be the introduction of

type approval. On the surlace Ihis is
more of matter for manufacturers, who
will no longer be able to issue their
own certification of the fact tha t their
product conforms to the specification.
The OT! see this as a major advantage
to potential British manufacturers who
will, in their opinion, be able to
compete fairly for a sha re of what is
expected to be a huge international
market on a scale which will ensure
economic production. We are also
assured that the man in the street will
gain the advantage of knowing that his
rig is manufactured to a conSistently

high standard.
With the matter of type approval in

same period had shown an increase in
FM related convictions from a mere 25

to 461 .
Also of interest was the fact that the
figures given demonstrated the
cons istently high success rate of the
RIS in mounting prosecutions. For

example, out of a total of 2335
prosecutions in 1985, 2299 resulted in
conviction. 1983 saw 1472 cases

brought before the courts, of which
1445 ended in conviction. In 1984
only 10 out of a total of 1170 cases
ended in acquittal, whilst last year the
RIS lost only 7 of its 942 cases. It was
also interesting to note the fact that in

all this time only 7 people had been
found not guilty of charges relating to
FM rigs. Commenting on these figures,
one senior RRO official speculated
the trend showed a greater
among CB users to
iI
the rules, as well
a dying interest in

use of AM.

some of the expected new channels
during next year, leaving the
remainder until they have sorted out

that the introduction will , in any case,
have been achieved in a far shorter
space of time than is normally allowed
for such even ts but this view seems to
us to take no account of the potential
chaos which such a move would
cause for manufacturers. Who, in their
right mind, would even consider
spending the vast sums required to

mass produce half a prod uct? If the
OTI do indeed follow this course we

might well face the spectre of paying a
licence fee for the use of frequencies
for which no rigs are available.
Furthermore, since European and
Japanese firms will be producing the
real thing, will someone please tell me

just how they think they might prevenl

showing that maybe the RIS is doing

following legalisation, this figure had
dropped to 471 in 1983, whilst the

One very important factor which the

OTI seems to be hoping we will all
overlook until it is too late is the
possibility that they might bring in only

rema ining techn ical prob lems. To

the OTI show that the number of

convictions had resulted from the use
of AM rigs in the twelve months

throughout CEPT countries but it is
difficult to predic t anyone's atti tude to
a hybrid."

justify this possibility they cite the fac t

prosecutions for using illegal rigs has
continued to fal l steadily since
licences were first issued.
Conversely, the number of breakers
convicted of abuses of licenced
frequencies has risen sha rply,

revealed that although 2274

"Since the rest of Europe will be
restricted to their present forty
channels, I presume that an eighty
cha nnel set would still be unlicensed
everywhere other than here, at home. A
lot has been done to bring about
reciprocal licensing arrangements

what they describe as the last

some European countries, notably
France, currently allow the use of AM .
Unlike Britain , where its use has
steadily declined as the result of
continued prohibition , France has a
sizeable contingent of AM users and
even if their rules are changed you
can bef your bottom dollar that its use
will continue, which might lead to a fair
degree of interference to FM
transmissions, a factor which has
decreased significantly over the past
few years. Figures recently released by

more in this respect than is generally
given credit for. In reply to a recent
Parliamentary question on the subject,
Department Minister, Geoffrey Pattie

user."
Asked about the internati ona l
status of combined rigs, he said:

mind, we asked the DTI to outline its
current thinking on the subject of
conversion boards designed to allow a
single rig to operate on all licensed
frequencies. We were told: "There are
a number of problems in this area , not

the least of which is the fact that new
sets will be required to exhibit a
greater degree of suppression of
harmonic and other unwanted
frequencies than is required by the

current specification, MPT 1320. We
feel that it would be impractical to
attempt to modify existing models to
the point whe re they were likely to
meet the new specification and it is
unlikely that any conversion which
attempted to do so would receive type

approval."
Nevertheless there is a fast growing
concern that it will be impractica l to try
and use two rigs and there is a strong
case, as well as a potential lucrative
marke~ for manufacturers being

prepared to build a combined rig to
the higher standard. On this subject,
MP, Sir Patrick Wall told us: "Surely
they do not expect everyone to carry
two rigs wherever they go? I realise

that there may be technical difficulties
in meeting all of Ihe legal

the use of those channels which they
have chosen not to release? I realise
that the possible dangers of harmon ic
radiation have to be overcome but I
feel certain that the technical wizards
have no real choice but to pull their
collec tive finger out, so that we are not
left in a vacuum.
Despite my misgivings over the very
real problems which are still
associated with the introduction of an
enl arg ed CB service I am stil l
convinced that the changes will be to
our advantage. There are, of course,
fears for the future of the existing
channels but government sources

have repeatedly assured us that there
are no plans to rea llocate the
frequencies, or to set a date after
which they would no longer be
available to us. If this policy is to be
con ti nued we must continue to make
use of the existing band . How often
have I heard the phrase 'use it or lose
W'. My personal view is that we may

well find the old band a welcome
occasional respite from all that

spaghetti.
Of the new frequencies,
remembering that these were precisely

what the early 27MHz campaigners
meant when they referred to 27M Hz, I

requirements of both the old and new
specifications within a single box but I
refuse to believe that these are

look fo rwa rd to th e right to take my ca r
almost anywhere in Europe, without
having to worry about whether I was
infringing some foreign equivalent of

insurmountable and I shall shortly be

the Wireless Telegraphy Acts and to

writing to the Minister, asking him to
.give careful consideration to the very

the occasional opportunity wh ich a bit

real difficulty which the need for two

of OX would allow, to put a litlle oil on
my rapidly rusting European

separate rigs would create for the

languages.
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Citizen's Band radio has naturally evolved over the
years - but how? Paul Coxwell takes a close look

C

B sets purpose-buill for
the UK market, having
been around for only five
years , are all relat ively
modern and use the latest
,circuit techniques. It has
taken much longer for CB circuitry to
evolve into its present form as most
people know it in thi s country. The
27M Hz band was allocated to CB in
America back in 1958, when much
electronic equipmen t used techniques
different to those in common use
today. Let's have a look at how the
changing times have affected our little
corner of the radio world.
Going back to those early days of
CB in the Slates, almost all domestic
rad io gear was considerably different
to that found now. The expensive
rad ios were buill in polished wood
cabinets, unl ike loday's chromed hi-Ii
units. Circuitry used those things
called valves - many younger people
in 1986 seem to have never seen one
and look on them as some sort of
electronic dinosaur! The fact remains
that valves (called vacuum tubes , or
just simply tubes in America) do have
some advantages over transistors though it is easy to start an argument
over th is with the confi rm ed solid· state
maniac. Solid-state, by the way, seems
to be a much misunderstood term for in tentions here you can substitute
the word tran sistorised .
The disadvantages of valve
equipment are that it generates heat,
requires fai rly large amounts of space
on a chassis compared to
transistorised gear, and for mobile
installations requires power supplies
that are awkward to get. (Olten 6.3V AC
and 200V or so DC). Advantages,

4W
Carrier

1W

( a ) AM signal, modulated to 100% with a single tone at 1kHz

Carrier .
(suppressed) •

One sideband
suppressed

••
••

All available
power put
into one
sideband

••
••
••
•

( b ) SSB signal, carrying a 1kHz single tone

' Figure 1, AM versus SSB
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Figure 2 _Crystal-controlled oscillator
however, include electrical
ruggedness (a valve output stage for
example will withstand a mismatched
anlena far better than a transistor),
some circui ts are much easier to
arrange with valves and in some
appl ications valves simply work better.
Just in case you' re interested in such
things, in the event of a nuclear war it
is qu ite possible that a valve set will
sti ll be working when its transistorised
cousin has malfunctioned due to
radiation! To sum up then , whilst valve
equipment these days would be
expensive to produce and somewhat
bulkier than sol id·state gear, it wou ld
give good performance so long as the
design was sound.
Those early CB rig s we re AM only.
AM receivers and tran smitters are
easy to align and use and this was the
standard mode of transmission in
those days. Some radio amateurs
(hams if you prefer) these days have
ca lled AM (Am pli tud e Modulation)
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Ancient Modu lation. Whereas thirtyodd years ago AM was in common
use on the ham bands it has now
declined to the point where the main
use is for local chats on a Saturday
morning when everyone gets together
to talk over their latest designs or
whatever. On the shortwave bands
SSB rules the airwaves from the
amateur point of view - it is far more
efficient than AM at getting a readable
signal to the other end, it doesn't need
such hefty power supplies for the
transmitter and it uses up far less of
the limited frequency space available.
Against SSB is increased complexity
of th e set an d a need for careful
tu ni ng for best res ults.
Why has SSB come out on top?
Fig. 1 compa res an AM signal to that
from an SSB transmission. At (A) we
have an AM tra nsmitter sending out a
single tone at fu ll modulation. The
carrier power is 4W - this is what you
would see on a power meter when
keying-up wit h no modulation. A fullymodulated AM transmitter increases
its output power by 1.5 tim es above a
plain ca rrier. So the
overall output is .6W,
4 W in the carrier and
2W in the sideband s.
However, this 2W is
distributed between
both the upper and
lower sideband, so
each sideband has a
peak p ower o f 1 W. As
the two sidebands are
a mirror image of each

other, one is superfluous. The ca rri er
holds no voice content and is
therefore also a waste of power. So to
get 1Waf signal conveying all the
information we need, we're sending
out 6W in total.
By suppressing the carrier and one
sideband all the available power can
be put into th e other remaining
sideband - obviously a much more
efficient way of using the available
power. As yo u know, British CB is FM
which is different again. FM has
gained popularity over the yea rs with
more demand for compact portable
equipment, such as 2m band
handhelds. FM equipment does not
have to be so complex as SSB, so
miniaturisation is easier to achieve. A
4W FM transmitter doesn't cons ume
as much power as a 4W AM
transm itter - remember that with AM
the outpu t increases as you speak so FM is ideal for cheap battery power
gear.
Apart from changing from valves to
transistors , just about the biggest
other change in CB sets has been the
way in which all the different chan nels
are generated. Early sets often had
just 6 or 8 chan nels accessible from
the c hannel switch. They used a
separate pair of crystals for each
channel , these being switched into
use individually as required.
Fig.2 shows a typical circuitdon't worry about those resistors ,
capaci tors etc. You can see that each
chan nel uses its own crystal , usually a
plug-in type so that they can be
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cha nged. Two such circuits are often
found, one for the transmitter, one for
the receive r and the switch is a double
pol e type. To get six channels
therefore, twelve crystals are required.
Sets CQuid be supplied with just a
couple of channels fitted and the user
could then add crystals for his
favourite channels when needed.
Before 1976/ 77 America had 23 CB
channels so to build a set to cover all
channels would take 46 crystals!
Unfortunately crystals are one of
the mos t expens ive parts on the circuit
board and in such a set the cost of
these cou ld easily equal the rest o f the
thi ng put together - not to men tion
the space they'd use up. Obviously
'a nother way had to be found to make
compact, cheap 23 channel rigs. The
result is frequency syn thesis, and fig. 3
shows such a scheme in block form . .,.
Whenever two frequencies are mixed
together there are four basic resultant
signals - the two originals, their sum
and the ir difference. This is used to
great advantage in many radio circuits.
Let's see what happens on channel 1.
Oxciliator A is switched to 23.29 and
oscillator B is switched to 14.95M Hz.
These two signals are mixed together
giving a sum of 38.24 and a difference
of 8.34MHz. We are only interested in
the 38.24 signal. the other being
fil tered out. On transmit, oscillator C
ru ns at 11.275M Hz, which is mixed

with the 38.24 from above. The sum is
49.515 which is removed and
discarded. The difference frequency is
26.965MHz - the frequency of
channel 1 (note that American
channels bear no resemblance to the
frequencies of British channels). Now
if we switch to channel 2, oscillator A
runs at 23.29 and oscillator B at 14.96.
giving a sum of 38.25MHz. Mixed with
11.275 Ihis gives us 26.975MHz - the
frequency on channel 2 and so on.
Whe n the rig is switched to receive,
oxcillator C runs at 11 .73M Hz which
causes all the frequencies to be
455kHz (0.455M Hz) lower tha n fo r
trans mit. Why? Goi ng back to the
switched crystals of fig. 2, you 'd find in
these sets that the frequencies of the
receive crystals are ei ther 455k Hz
higher 01455k Hz lower than the
channel frequency for the same
reason . Receivers convert the signal
down to 455kHz where most of the
amplification is applied. Let's take
channel 1 - 26.965MHz. A signal
455kHz above or below this frequency
will give the required 455kHz signal
when mixed with it. So we could use
either 27.42 or 26.51 M Hz. In the
scheme used in fig . 3 you' ll find that
the output on channell receive is
26.5 1 MHz; th is is mixed with the
received signal to give the 455kHz
signal needed.
Right, you can put away you r

pocket calculator for a while now. The
scheme described is one used in
many older 23·channel Am erican sets,
and a quick cou nt will revea l that 12
crystals allow transmi ssion and
reception on all 23 c hannels. Another
similar scheme uses 14 crysta ls and
just two oscillators to achieve similar
effects. These two arrangements
constitute the majority of 23 channel
mixing schemes. The later 23 channel
sets started using more sophisticated
ways of generating the frequencies,
and when 40 channel rigs appeared
these ci rcuits were invariably used.
Imagine trying to build a 40-channel
set using separate crystals for each
chan nel - you end up with 80 crystals
at a cost of probably a cou pie of
hundred pounds. Even us ing crystal
synlhesis like Ihe older 23-channel
sets, you need quite a few more
crys tals to get all channels and once
again space and cost make the idea
uneconomical. So in came these
Phase-Locked Loop contraptions
you 've probably heard about.
Fig. 4 shows a typical loop from a
CB set. Get thai calculator ready
again! Starting at the top left a crystal
oscillator provides a stable reference
signal. This is invariably 10.24MHz.
The reason for th is may not be
immediately obvious , but if you' re a
computer fiend you 'll realise that it is
very easy to divide by 1024 with digital
ci rcuits (divide by two 10 times).

To crystals
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Figure 3. Frequency synthesis
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Figure 4. Simplified phase-locked loop
This is done by the reference
divider, and the resulting signal is an
accurate 10kHz. If you're wondering
why we don't just generate the signal
at 10kHz in the first place the reason
is that it is a 101 easier (and therefore
cheaper) to make 1 OMHz crystals than
10kHz crystals. Even with the extra
divider circuitry. That 10.24 M Hz also
comes in handy for other uses in the
set as well. Remember that CB ci rcuit
designers always have one thing in
mind - think cheap. If they can use
one part of circuitry to do two or three
jobs they will. Back to the PLL. One
input of the phase detector now has a
stable 10kHz signal. Now the idea 01
the loop is to have another similarly
accurate 10kHz at the other inputonly this one comes from the oscillator
that will feed the rest of the set. If this
signal tries to drift either too high or
too low, the phase detector senses
this and adjusts the VCO (VoltageControlled OSCillator) to compensate
and bring the signal back to the right
frequency. The oscillator may run at
typically 16MHz or so and therefore
must be divided down to give 10kHz.
The early PLL devices couldn't cope
with such high frequency inputs so a
mixer was inserted in conjunction with
another crystal oscillator to lower this
frequency to one more suitable for the
PLL chip.
An example or two shou ld help.
Let's assume that for channel 1 the
oscillator must run at 16.27MHz. This
is mixed with a constant 15MHz
source giving a " downmix" signal of
1.27MHz (16.27-15). This feeds into a
programmable divider, which is a
clever piece of digital circuitry that
allows division by whatever number
you feed into it. For channell the
channel switch will give a code of 127.
So 1.27MHz is divided by 127 which
gives an answer of 10kHz. Just what
we wanted! Switching up to channel 2
causes the code to change to 128.
The oscillator is now made to ru n at
16.28 MHz. The down mix becomes
1.28MHz so keeping the d ivider ou tpu t
at 10kHz. Pretty nifty eh?
Newer PLL devices gradually
appeared that could handle the higher
CITIZENS' BAND
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frequencies of the VCO. so that the
intermediate stage of mixing with
another crystal signal became
unnecessary. By this time there was
great demand for extra channels to be
fitled on sets, and it obviously didn't
take long for people to start modifying
sets to do this. The earlier crystalsynthesis sets just needed a crystal or
two changed to allow opera tion on
maybe 5 or 6 new channels.
The PLL units brought with them
much easier modification, as c hanging
that 15MHz loop crystal allows
another 40 channels. It is also
possible to change the code fed to the
divider by the channel switch, which
gives the same end effect. The loss of
the loop mixer with the newer devices
meant that this was the only
reasonable way to expand rigs.

Converter
The newest PLLs used have a ROM
code converte r built into them. Once
again computer hardware nuts will
know exactly what is meant, but for all
you others in this application the ROM
just converts one set of numbers to
another. Just like having two columns
of figures on a chart and looking u p
one from the other.
These modern PLLs have the
reference oscillator/divider, phase
integrated-circuit, so getting at the PLL
is very difficult. This integration meant
rigs cou ld be made nice and cheap
with just a couple of crystals in the
whole set. These PLLs are nearly
impossibly to modify so that gelling
extra channels on such sets is simply
not worthwhile. Many authorities
throughout the world now require
newly designed CBs to use such
circuitry - just to stop operation on
unauthorised channels.
Most UK sets fall into this category,
but curiously the British government
have not yet made such a rule. The
reasons for using these circuits are
those already given - low component
cou nt and cheapness.
Th e I.e.s are identical except for different
programming to give the different
channels. And here we must leave the
fascinating subjec t of phase-locked

loops, though there is much more that
could be said.
Other changes in CB technology
have been more gradual and subtle.
Sets moved from valves through to
transistors to integrated circuit
designs. Modern sets often use
integrated circuits for the audio output
and often in the IF./demodulator
section of the re ceive r. Sometimes
you 'll find them in the microphone
amplifier or transmitter (on multi mode
sets). Most othe r parts of the board still
use discreet tranSistors but in the
future we' ll probably see more and
more integration into " silicon chips".
The outer appearance of sets has
changed just like that of all electronic
gadgets to keep up with the times.
What else is possible now for CB
users? Many additions to CB sets are
possible now, but nobody in the CB
world seems to use them. Just about
every teenager now has a home
computer even if it is only a cheap
plastic doorstop type! Why not get
together with a lew friends from school
and use your CB for exchanging
programs over the air, or for p laying
some interactive games. Chess could
be played on air with each move being
transmitted for the distant system to
display on its graphics screen.
Perhaps you'd prefer a two-player
adventure game, or even a multi-user
set-up like computerised dungeons
and dragons. These aren't visions 01
what may be available in the futurethis is all possible on CB now.
What 01 the fulure? Large Scale
Integration of components onto chips
means that more and more Circuitry
can be crammed into smalter and
smaller areas. Scanning receivers are
now very popular for VH F bands and maybe the idea will eventually
catch on for CB as well. And how
about the CB picking up data from
volun taril y set-up stations providing
digital co ntrol of a readout for local
direction s and traffic information?
Whilst technically possibly at the
momen t the future may hold all
manner of such systems. The future
development of CB is being founded
by the work gOing on now ...
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As we all know, anything electrical Is prone to occasional failure. Paul
Coxwell looks at CB set-ups in particular

top! Before you turn the
page and move on to the
next article just stop and
think for a moment. Do you
have a safe CB
installation? Yes? Perhaps
there's something you've overlooked,
that's just waiting to happen at the
worst possible moment. Or maybe the
installation is safe, but the way in
which it was set up is not. Safety
comes in many forms, and we'JI lake a
look at safety to yourself as an
operator/installer, safety to other
people and safety to your own
equipment. Please take the lime to
read on, and let's hope you learn
some of these points by reading and
nol by experience.
Right, let's start off at the rig itself
and associated power supplies.
Assuming you run your home·base
from the mains supply. we have a
problem area straight away - mains
plugs and fuses. Hands up everyone
who doesn't know how to wire a 13A
plug? With a cord grip at the bottom,
the blue (neutral) wire goes to the left,
brown (live) to the right and the fuse,
and the green/ yellow (earth) to the top.
Leave the earth wire wi th some stack
so that if the cable ever gets wrenched
out of the plug it will be the last wire to
be di sconnected. Similarly the live wire
should be shortest so that it will
disconnect first.

S

With the relatively thin cables used
for CB power supplies it is often best
to double-over the end of each wire.
Strip off about a lh-inch of insulation
and fold the bare wire back on itself.
This gives a better grip once
tightened in the screw clamp. One
other point - don't try to tighten
everything too much, you'll just start
cutting the wire and make things
worse. Make sure the wires are
gripped firmly, but not to the point of
having strands of wire cut. If you're
using the type of plug which has nut
and washer to clamp the wires down,
wrap the wire clockwise around the
pin so that when tightening the wire
doesn't get pushed outward. If you
want to, you can form the wires into a
loop and tin them with solder before
fitting the plug. Tighten the cord grip
over the outer insulation of the cable.
If the grip is broken, as often happens
with cheap plugs that have been used
a few times, either replace it or find
some other method to clamp the
cable. When the thread in the clamp
goes it is often possible to replace the
two self-tapping screws with some
6BA nuts and bolts. In any case the
cable should be held firm to prevent
pulling on the connections.
So now there's just one more thing
before replacing the cover - the fuse.
Just because it's a 13A plug doesn't
mean it needs a 13A fuse, as some

people would have you believe!
Unless you're using a very big linear
amplifier (and I mean very big - a
kilowatt or so) or a 3A fuse is plenty. In
many cases the smal ler 1 or 2A fuses
will suffice, but these are in short
supply these days. There is one
exception to this rute - some power
supplies use a special type of
transformer which has a high swi tchon surge, i.e. it takes a lot more than
its normal current for a fraction of a
second as you switch on. All
transformers do this to a certain extent,
but the construction of these toroidal
transformers means the effect is much
more noticeable. In such cases you
may need a 5 or 7 A fuse in the plug.
Power supplies us ing such devices
will incorporate a smaller anti-surge
fuse in the unit itself to protect
everything.
Many units of the standard type
also have a fuse on the unit itself,
usually rated at 1 or 2A. Don't replace
these with silver paper and bits of wire
wrapped round the burnt-out fuse! Fig.
1 shows the action of fuses. Suppose
an internal fault in the transformer
causes a short as shown dotted by (a).
A much greater than normal current
flows, causing the fuse wi re to get hot
and melt, cutting-off the power and
protecting the circuitry.
Now what happens if you've
bypassed the fuses with bits of wire?

E

N

--"(b)

OFF

3A
L

ON

1A

I

I

/

I

( a ),

\
\

\

Figure 1. Protective action of fuses
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OK, I hear you shaul, there's a fuse at
the main fuse box feeding power to
the sockets, won't that protect
everything? Afra id not. That big fuse is
likely to be a 30A device, or at best a
15A. What if that short in the
transformer winding causes, say 12A
to flow? No house fuse will blow and
even a 13A fuse in the plug won't
either; it actually takes much more
than 13A to blow a 13A fuse. The
result - the transformer and power
supply wiring starts getting hot and
eventual ly will melt insulation and
quite probably start a fire. There is a
story about that says the first ever fuse
was invented right after the first ever
short~cjrcuit was discovered!
Now look at the fault shown at (b) in
fig . 1. In this case, a fault has caused
the live side of the winding to short to
the metal core of the transformer and
therefore the metal casing of the
power supply. Not shown on the
diag ram is the lact that the neutral of

the mains supply is earthed by the
electric company, so the live wire is
not only 240V above neutral, bu t also
240V above earth. So the short ca uses
a similar resu lt to that already
described, and the fuse blows.

Dangerous
Now for a really dangerous
situation - what if somebody didn't
connect the earth wire in the plug and
this fault occurs? There is no circuit
back to earth for the fault-curren I, so
the supply wi ll carryon del ive ring its
12V output. However the entire casing
of the supply will be at 240V, and
anyone unfortunate enough to come
into contact with it may well get
zapped! Maybe you've connected
yourself across 240V dozens of times
with no serious effects, but there's
always the first time. And what if the
kids happen to be the ones who
discover the fault? People's reactions

Engine compartment

Passenger compartment

I
I

IT

...,
+"
Battery

-C'

to electricity vary enormously, and
plenty have been killed from touching
240V. Voltages as low as 35V have
been known to ki ll in the right (or
should it be wrong?) circumstances.
So check all your mains plugs - the
comments here apply equally to all
household gadgets.
Before leaving the subject of power
supplies, there were a number of
rather dubious quality units around a
few years ago, and many of these must
still be in use. Some had poor quality
transformers that overheated, others
used power switches unsuitable for
our 240V supplies, some had fuses in
Ihe neutral and so on. (Just think of
the effects of a fuse in the neutral
when a live·to-chassis short occurs).
Unplug your power supply, remove the
cover and trace the input wiring to
make sure the fuse is in the live and
also check that the earth wire actually
connects to chassis. Make sure you
securely replace the cover before

F
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~start a fire
Short here may

CB

I

( a ) Cab le unprotected

F

+0

- ...,"

Battery

!
I) Short here blows fuse
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( b ) Cable protected
Figure 3 : Location of fuse on mobile set-up
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reconnecting. If you don't feel
competent enough for such things
then take the thing along to someone
who is.
One fast thing - if you need a
longer cable, either replace the entire
leng th with one longer or use proper
plugs/sockets or cable joiners. Plea se,
no "chocolate·block" screw
connectors or wires twisted together
with PVC tape - these are just asking
for trouble.
OK, on to Ihe low-voltage side of
the supply. Some fu ses are
incorporated in power supplies in the
low-voltage side and the same points
regards use of the correct val ues
apply here. Follow the
recommendations given in the unit's
handbook or on the panel. Connect
your rig to the supply using an in·line
fuse of around 2A. This should
adequately cover all UK rigs and multimode sets. Larger fuses will only really
be needed for feeding linear
amplifiers. Here is where we meet up
again with safety of your equipment.
Connec ting transistorized equipment
to a supply the wrong side round
causes rather nasty things to happen
to the circuitry resulting in it not
workingl Because it is well·known that
people have a habit of so connecting
equipment, many sets incorporate a
reverse-polarity protection diode in the
rig (see fig. 2). Under normal
condi tions this diode (d) has no efieci
at all, but if the power input shou td be
reversed , the diode conducts and
places what is almost a complete
short across the input. This causes the
fuse to blow, therefore protecting the
set. Of course, if there is no protective
fuse then some other part of the
equipment will blow! tt cou ld be
argued that an in-line fuse to the rig is
not necessary with a properly fused
and/or cu rrent·limited power supply,
but as most sets are supplied with
such a fuse-holder it is a cheap extra
line of defence.
In the case of an automotive
installation, the in-line fuse is
absolutely essential. Feeding from the
accessory terminal in your car the only
protection provided is the car fuses,
which are likely to be 10 or 15A or
more. Some cars don't have any
fusingl Always remember that whi lst a
car battery is only 12V it can deliver
hundreds of amps if shorted certai nly enough to set fire to the ca r.
If you feed your set via separate
cables taken right back to the battery
terminals, put a fuse as close as
possible to the battery, otherwise you
have a long run of cable unprotected.
(See fig. 3).
Final ly, whilst almost all modern
cars are negative-ground and CBs are
supplied accordingly with the fuse in
the positive lead, if you have a
positive-ground vehicle, put your fuses
in the negative lead. Check Ihat any
rigs you propose to install in such a
vehicle are suitable for positiveground operation or you may find you
end up with a permanent short-circuit.
Continuing on the line of mobi le
CB, let's move from electrical safety to
mechanical safety for a while. Your set
and any accessories should be firmly
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attached to the car. Having loose rigs
balanced in front of the gear lever is
really tempting late a little. Cables can
get tied around where they shouldn't,
so make sure the power and antenna
cables are neatly held out of Ihe way
of Ihe gear slick and pedals, and can't
get wrapped around your foot or
anything like that. The choice of where
to fix a mobile rig requires careful
consideration for a number of reasons.
From the point of view of safety it must
be in a position where in the event of
an accident it is not going to injure
anyone. Accessibility may also be

changeover (VOX), but this can be
difficult to arrange in a mobile where
there is a high ambient noise-level.
Look at the ads, there's a wide variety
of such equipment available these
days.
Another point worth bearing in
mind when fitting a mobile set is the
glare from the ligh ts when driving at
night. It doesn't take much distraction
to cause an accident. Some rigs offer
a dimmer control, but often it only
dims Ihe channel display. It is the
meter light that is most distracting and
needs dimming really - get your
repairman to dim the lights down for
you if necessary. If you really want to
be fancy you could arrange for the
lights on the rig to dim when you
switch on your headlights!
Now, on to antennas and masts .
Firstly, let's get the obvious out of the
way - yet again, but no doubt not for
the last time, keep clear of overhead
lines! Unless you are 100% certain of
what an overhead wire is, assume it to
be potentially dangerous and avoid it.
Anten nas in America are required to
'have a warning notice attached thaI
says " DANGER - WATCH FOR
WI RES. You can be killed if this
antenna comes near electric power
lines. READ INSTRUCTIONS". It is a
pity that only some manufacturers
include similar labels on products
sold in this country, as they would at
least keep pressing this point on
people. It is not only CBers that have
this problem - two engineers from a
local radio station were killed in this
way. And if you already have an
antenna too close to power lines, don't
try to take it down - contact the
electric company for advice, they may
insulate cables for you to remove your
antenna or arrange some other
suitable solution.
Remember, too, that while antennas
are not very heavy when made of
aluminium, once you have 20 feet of
rod half way up a ladder it doesn't take
much of a breeze to make putting it up
difficull. If you can't manage get
someone to help rather than struggle
on your own and end up falling
through your garage roof. If your mast
is sizable then it will need guying.

"In the case
of an
automotive
installation,
the in-line
fuse is
absolutely
essential"
desirable in an emergency, so think
aboul Ihat too.
Using microphones while driving is
a subject about which muc h has been
said recently. Don't fit the rig where the
mike cable has to be stretched to its
full length to reach you - as we ll as
being awkward and possibly
dangerous it' ll put unnecessary strain
on the wiring. Make sure that with the
set in its intended position the cable
doesn't stretch across controls you
may need to get to in a hurry, and be
sure thaI you can drop the thing
quickly if need be without getting
tangled up in the steering·wheel or
anything else. Small mikes to clip on
your shirt or jacket are available, and
keep wires out of the way, and you can
get a small switch to fix on the steering
column or gear stick to switch from
receive to transmit. Probably the safest
from that respect is voice-operated
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Figure 4 . Voltage-operated ELCB arrangement
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Long unsupported masts will sway in
the wind pulling strain on a certain
point causing stress to the metal and
maybe a fracture over long periods of
time, and 40 feet of mast crashing
through your bedroom ceiling is not
the best of alarm clocks!
Anyone remember Benjamin
Franklin? He's the bloke who went
flying kites in thunderstorms, touching
keys on the wet string and getting
sparks. Crazy? Maybe not, because
putting an antenna up in the air and
connecting it via coaxial cable to your
set is not all that much different. ff you
live on a hill it's even worse. Now let's
get one thing straight at the starl- if
your antenna suffers a direct lightning
strike it'll get melted! There's no way
you can protect your antenna from a
direct strike, but you can minimize the
damage to yourself, your home and
equipment. At least in this country we
don't get the severe electrical storms
that are experienced in some other
parts of the world .
If your entire antenna support is
metal, su ch as 2 " mast or (for the rich)
a tower, the best thing is to have the
base set several feet into the ground
to provide a good earth connec tion.
Clamps can be used round masts to
join thick heavy cable which should
be run straight down to a solid pipe
several feet into the ground - the
more the better. Thick heavy earth
cable means just that- atleast! 0 or
!6mm', preferably more. The
connection clamps must all be clean
and secure, the idea is to get the
lowest possible resistance to earth.
Having done that you can insta ll one
of those " lightning arresters" in line
with your coax. The ground lug on it
should be connected by thick cable to
your ground rod, though this cable
need not be as hefty as the ground on
your mast, 4 or 6mm 2 is suitable and
easily obtainable. Once again, these
arrester device ~ will not provide any
.protection against a direct strikethey are there to preven t static
discharges from nearby strikes
damaging the input circuitry in your
rig. Keep all co nnectio ns to the
ground rod as short as possible and
weather-proof where necessary.

,----,
+-1: - -tI----- - ..
c

InCidentally, a good ground
connection on your antenna may well
improve its performance as well, so
the outlay involved can be appreciated
from both angles.
Once we have a good earth on the
antenna, there is one other problem
with earthing that may c rop up. You
may have it already without realizi ng it.
In some parts of the country houses
are fitted with a device called an
" Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker" or
ELCB for short. These are wired as

" ... don't
touch any
adjustment
unless you
know
exactly what
you are
doing.
"
shown in lig. 4. All the earth terminals
from sockets and lights etc. around
the house are wired back to the coil of
the ELCB, and the other side of this
coil is connected to earth by a ground
rod. The idea is that any voltage
leaking to earth causes a voltage to be
developed across the coil, and when
this reaches a certain value the main
switch in the circuit breaker is
" tripped " and switches off power to the
whole house. The reason lor using
such devices is where the earth
resistance is not low enough to cause
enough current to flow to blow a fuse
in the event of a fault. With your
antenna well earthed the outer braid of
the coax is grounded, and so therefore
is the chassis of your rig when it's
connected. Some rigs have the
chassis internally connected to their
negative power lead, and man y power
supplies have their negati ve terminal
connected to the casing, which is in
turn connected to the mains earth.

Live

~c--t-I-------. .~ Neutral
I
I

I
I

I

I
-JIL_frjO~~7io~\__IL_______
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To fusebox
and outlets

To see if yo u ha ve thi s problem or
not, with everything switched off use
an ohm-meter or battery and bulb to
see if the negative lead of your set is
connected to chassis. If not there's no
problem, but if it is try the same test on
your power supply. ff this also has it's
negative connection joined to chassis
then a potentially dangero'us situation
exists because you have effectively
shorted out the coi l in that ELCB. This
removes or impairs all protection the
circuit-breaker offers from the whole
building. Somewhere along the line
that earth-loop must be broken. It is
possible to disconnect the earth from
the power supply but in view of what
was said earlier not advisable. A better
solution is to "float" the negative
power outlet of the supply, so it is no
longer connected to earth. If you do
not have sufficient knowledge for this
task yourself then consult your local
repairman . A similar problem may exist
with base station units and the remedy
is the same. Note that houses with
circuit-breakers of the currentoperated type do not have thi s
problem.
If all this talk of floating fines and
ground-loops is beginning to get all
too much, then don't worry, we're
nearly done. Lastly, a word about
fiddling with rigs . For the safety of the
set don't go prodding around inside
unless you kn ow what you 're doing. II
is fairly easy to blow delicate
componen ts by momentari ly bridging
a couple of connections. Turning all
the adjustments inside may have more
effects than you bargained for. If you
find afterwards that you can only hear
a mile away, or that nobody can hear
you shouting "one-four for a copy" it's
not really that d isastrous, but if you
end up transmitting on channel 10
and yo'u're wiping out channel 9 as
well it might just stop getting through
in time to someone. (Over-deviation
specialists please take note!)
Some people try tuning every coi l
in the transmitter for maximum read ing
on the meter. While in many cases this
is perfectly alright there are some
adjustments that attenuate harmonics
and tuning for maximum reading on
the panel meter you are setting the rig
up to radiate maximum interference
rather than minimum, so beware!
Obliterating an episode of Coronation
Street may not be all that bad (except
for you when the fans find out who it
was!) but wiping out emergency
communi cations is, so please, think of
this aspect of safety too and don't
touch any adjustment unless you
know exactly what you are doing and
why, and you have the necessary
equipment to set it correctl y.
Well, I hope it hasn't been too
boring for you, and maybe you now
have one or two things to go and
check out. Always remember that
electricity is a wonderful tool, but you
must also respect it as it doesn't
always give a second chance. Never
touch anything you don't fully
understand and be careful. There is no
reason why CB cannot be safe,
whether used for business, hobby or
just keeping in touch with friends and
relatives.
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ROUNDHEAD'S RAMBLINGS

Roundhead, our roving reporter, tells of some Interesting contacts over the airwaves
f we stop to think that, for most of
us, switch ing a rig on and off and
chatting wit.h the .world allarge is
an automatic action, spare a
thought for those who have
disabilities and for whom
operating a CB set is, or can be, a
supreme effort of mental and physical
will-power.
Not only is the actuat working an
exercise in sheer concentration but
the ability to make the brain and
speech co-ordinate - so that others
can understand - is something we all
take very much for granted. As if these
problems are not enough, the
handicapped breaker can have the
added burden of " receiving slick" from
idiots who, with sarcastic jibes, " take
the mickey." The true hero for me is
the breaker who ignores these morons
and quickly learns there are many
frien dly contacts who will be pleased
to exchange news and views. One
such hero for me is Bed Tester (known
as B11 out of the Collier Row 20. He
observes all the niceties of operating
and works his rig correctly and
cour teously. I generally pick him up at
Brentwood on my way through to
London and copy him as far as Gants
H ill. He is an avid reader of this
magazine and was kind enough to say
he enjoys these ramblings . For Bed
Tester, a special breaker, here's a little
bouquet from all our readers , sent with
greetings and good wishes.
A few weeks ago while en-route for
the big city, I was having a chat with
Bunk Bed (George) and son Steve
from Stowmarket. After advising him
the road ahead was "clean and green"
my car suddenly drifted from side to
side. Horrorl A puncturel Happily,
Bunk Bed was close-by. He stopped
and most kmdly assisted me to
change the tyre. I say helped me but
he did the work. I merely supervised!
What a super gesture. The change was
made so quickly I felt as if I had made

I
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a pitstop in a Formula One Grand Prix.
Thank you George, very much indeed.
Some recent interesting cop ies
include Goldfinch from the SI. Cross
20 in North East Suffolk, an area
where many of the villages bear the
name of a saint. This charming lady
breaker is aptly named. She sings out
a greeting as I cut across the border
between Suffolk and Nortolk on my
way through Thetford and the A 11 and
I get sent on my way happily with
good wishes for a safe journey. In the
same area recently I copied the
Galloping Major. Tru ly a character, he
was complaining sadly about
problems he was experiencing with his
fiery steed. The old girl was fading, he
observed, and did I know of a suitable

"The
handicapped
breaker can
have the added
burden of
receiving stick
from Idiots
who, with
sarcastic jibes,
take the
mickey"

watering place for the old charger. I
told him of a local hostelry but
regretted I cou ldn't join him . Now
there's someone I'd like to meet. So
listen out for the Galloping Major - he
has a voice that can't be missed - the
epitomy of the last senior major in the
Indian Army! A great sound.
While the Major booms out,
Superwheels from the Beccles 20
beguiles. She is the mistress of the
double-entendre. There is so much
subtlety in her voice. I've listened
spellbound on more than one
occasion. She too is a great character
and believe me despite her own
personal problems does try to cope.
I've also spoken to Brown Eyes at
Hollesly again who seems to
specialise in long distance co pies.
This time its Spain and North Wales!
Also Sample Size, Woodchopper and
Shiner and a rig check from both
Gunner at Aldeby and Gamekeeper,
Beccles, the latter proudly telling me
about his dog Penny who seems to be
a specialist in retrieving lost golf balls.
Further down the road into Chelmsford
I heard the familiar voice of Craneflygiving out a fine signal. There was
Nimrod, too and Moped Lady, all
courteous"ar:t..d helpful breakers.
Nearer home I had Subsoiler taking
me to task for not providing fish and
chips to sustain him while he was out
in the fields in his tractor. Some time
ago I did just that for his friend JD,
and haven't heard the last of it!
Motoring down what is known as the
Bungay to Halesworth straight - an
Old Roman road absolutely straight for
mile after mile - I could see Subsoiler
in the distance ploughing,
accompanied by a flock of seagulls. It
was what we might well term a long
distance eyeball. And, pass ing my
front door a day or two ago, came
Corn King . A friendly wave and he was
gone about his business. CB is a great
leveller and maker of friends.
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CAPTAIN SPARX

DAYS

Would it be true to say that every CB buff is a sci-fi wonder? Captain
Sparx says forget about Flash Gordon and simply read on
The cause close to Hugo
Gernsback' s heart - this 19205
radio store Is one of the many
exhibits at the Electronics
Communications Museum in New

York
he other day, a learned
gent said that there was a
hole in the sky above
Antarctica and that on the
whole, it was getting worse.
Given the high power of
some illegal amplifiers (or 'ki ckers')
used since the adven t of CB, it's not
surprising that there's no dent in the
universe, let alone a bit of ozone
fraying above the Poles. Since the
advent of radio in th e early years of
this century, some bright-eyed radio
buffs have wondered if Martians might
be co ntacted over the air-waves. Or
indeed, characters in distant galaxies.
I discussed this with a member of a
northern CB club not 'so long ago, and
was about to offer a two quid copy of
my idea for a Galactic Communication
Antenna, when the genial leader of
the fraternity said, "Who'd want to get
into more CB than we've got already?"
It may have been a bad evening for
selling the usual raffle tickets, but I
decided it was time to revive the CB
aspirations towards sci-fi.
Now, science fiction (or sci-Ii) and
radio have been closely associated
since the early days. After all, robots
wo uld probably be con trolled by radiO,
and, as the universe was permeated
with something called 'ether', it was
only natural that frequency
communication would be far easier
th an actually visiting distant planets in
person. I n any case, some 01 the early
work on CB radio systems for traffic
control read like science fiction, even
though they were in essence darned
good ideas. Back in the t 960s, one
could have thought that by the 1980s,
ca rs would have on-board
communication systems giving instant
read-out (e.g. on a dashboard LCD
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panel) of location, best routes to
destination, looming traffic hold-ups
and so on. We may be slowly getting
that way, thanks to cellular radio and
new forms of radio teletext, but CB in
general has somehow become
disconnected with the mainstream of
progressive thought. So, if you never
got your GCE in CB Radio and
Physics, don't despair. Just
concentrate on this copy, and avoid
load cries of wonder until you've
finished reading it.
Best example of this link between
radio and the science fiction future
was undoubtedly one Hugo
Gernsback who could well be called
'the father 01 modern radio discovery'.
Quite properly, the great Arthur C
Clarke is credited with advancing the
prospects of orbiting communication
satellites, in a paper published just
after the second world war (in 1949).
But to Gernsback, must go credit for
anticipating much else.
An American, who spent much of
his business life in the Big Apple (New
York), Hugo Gernsback was born in

1884. At the time the mighty deeds of
Thomas Alva Edison were capturing
the headlines , certainly as Gernsback
grew up. By the time that he was in his
early twenties , the percept ive Hugo
had written his first book, 'The Wireless
Telegrapher' published in t 908, soon
followed by a remarkable volume tha t
is greatly sought by co llec tors today.
Th is ' Romance of the Year 2060' (i,e
one hundred and fifty years forward of
the book's publ ication in 1910) was
called ' Ralph 124C, 41 Plus' and
among other things , anticipated radar.
Dr Myron Shaw of the State University
o f New York Department of
Communications penned a tribute to
Hugo Gernsback in the excellent
publication of the Antique Wireless
Association, New York , some eight or
nine years ago. 'The Old Timers
Bulletin' piece noted that ' Ralph 124C,
41 Plus' anticipated two-way television ,
germicidal rays, tape recorders using
V4" tape, baseball played at night
under floodl ights, artificial fibres ,
stainless steel , magnesium's use in
structures, and fluorescent lighting. In
CITIZENS' BAND
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passing, it's worth noting that the great
inventor, Nikola Testa (of which more,
perhaps, on another occasion) also
anticipated an international order in
which people communicated by wristwatch style two-way telev ision, linked
to satellites. Tesl a was not a native
American, but did much of his best
work there. No doubt Hugo Gernsback
took keen interest in Tes la's ideas.
The special flair that Hugo
Gernsback possessed was that of
popularising ideas about the future,
always essential in any progressive
society. He was a dedicated publisherbusinessman and in 1908 launched
' Modern Electrics' Magazine, a
forerunner of one of America's most
popular periodicals, ' Popular Science'.
Indeed, al/ 'popular science' type
magazines owe thei r origins to
Gernsback. It was in this first
magazine, that the writer serialised his
story. ' Ra lph t24C 41 Plus' - and it
was a ratt ling good read. Britain had
no-one like him, though H G Wells
certainly turned out some sci-fi
literature, much of it later transformed ,
with varying success, into films. Wells
did not attempt to give a technical
basis for his devices, perhaps
because he realised what might
happen if he did. That anti-gravity stuff
called 'Cavourite' which helped get the
First Men to the Moon, might well be
chocolate yoghurt for all we know
about the formula. Like any good
story-teller, Wells concentrated on
character and plot, though even Wells
used a form of Earth-to-Moon
communication at the end of his ' First
Men on The Moon'. Hugo Gernsback
was far better in explaining the basis
of the 'future inventions' he included in
his narratives. Inventor of the word
'Television', he was specially
interested in future developments in
radio, and his expertise obviously
impressed Or Lee De Forest, inventor
of FM communication and
transmission systems. De Forest
thought highly of Gernsback's work.
And if you were one of those who
realised that Britain's motorways have
as many holes as the ozone above the
South Pole this summer, recall that
Gernsback described a new kind of
trans-continental highway. It never
wore out, and was made of meta1.
However, use was restricted to
electrically-driven ca rs , known as
'electrobiles', since Gernsback foresaw
the ultimate demise of the
petrol/gasoline automobile, partly
through the problems 01 pollution,
partly through necessities of energy
conservation. In any case,
components in the 'elec trobi les' wou ld
last many times the life of those in
conventional automobiles.
'Voice prints' - so often discussed
in CB papers over the years ,
sometimes in respect of clobbering
abusers of the med i"um - were
anticipated by Hugo Gernsback more
than seventy years ago. Electronically
produced patterns of speech can have
the same kind of individuality as
fingerprints, so that future security of
cars , buildings, computers, etc ca n be
assisted by use of voice print
techniques. That is, a car of the future
may have two locking mechanisms,
CITIZENS' BAND
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one conventional though better than
that available to most of us right now;
the other based on the owner's (and
other approved users') speech pattern.
So one could go on, listing the
possibilities detailed in Gernsback's
work , much of them to do with future
world-w ide, and even inter-planetary
communication. VolcaniC heat would
be utilised for the benefit of mankind,
which would also discover that high
frequencies applied to plant roots
accelerated growth. Background
music would be played in public
buildings, he wrote, whilst illumination
of streets at night would be controlled
by environmental-sensitive systems,
much as they are today. Heliports were
anticipated, and so was wide use of
solar energy.

The great ' popular Science' (see
above) and 'Popular Mechanics'
magazines from the USA brought a
new spirit to do-It-yourself radio In
the 19200 and 19300.
It makes gripping reading, for those
of us here in the late 1980s, to see that
so many of his thoughts on an
ecology-necessary civilisation , have
come to fruition in our generation.
Given the problems of diverse space
launch vehicles in recent months, it is
also worth noting that Hugo
Gernsback thought that gravity would
be conquered by the year 2000AD in
terms of controllable anti-gravity
systems for travel by ... flying sauc ers.
That first magazine, ' Modern
Electrics' - published well before the
advent of the first world wartriggered a keen interest in radio.
Hugo Gernsback was asked to print
the catalogues issued by The Electro
Importing Company, one of the few
organisations then offering radio
construction kits and components by
mail order. No wonder, Gernsback was
soon known as 'The Father of Amateur
Wireless'. At any rate , he brought out a
new magazine in 1912, 'The Electri c al
Experimenter', later (1920) known as
'Science and Invention'. In 1919, he
launched ' Radio Amateu r News',
which as a re-named ' Radio News'

nurtured that lively interest in radio
communica tion that has served the
USA (and olher nations) well ove r Ihe
years . Some fjfty magazines were
created by this remarkable man, some
of them achieving legend status, like
'Short Wave Craft', published from
1930. II's worlh noting that, whilst
always up-Io-date with his information,
and perceptive of the future, Hugo
Gernsback paid tribute to the g reat
radio pioneers, some of whom he had
known as friends, in his publications.
He was one of those who wisely see
that any nation th at forgets its past is
likely to lose its future. ' Radio
Electronics' was launched in 1939, a
fatefu l year for Europe.
Though no peace campaigner in
the sense of that description today,
Gernsback clearly saw that man's
wonders could be turned to
destructive ends. Did he foresee a
final great conflict in which all
mankind would be engaged? To
answer that, one may turn to the pages
01 his epochal book, ' Ralph 124C, 41
Plus'. The background 01 this
remarkable book is that of a mankind
able to co ntrol, and exploit his
mechanical, electrical and chemical
inventions. But the book also has as
its climax a 'running fight in
space .. . with almost unbelievable and
incredible weapons'.
Included in his magazine empire
was a spread of sci-fi magazines ,
including 'Wonder Stories', a favourite
ot the 1930s. These yarns we re more
'prophetic fiction' than 'fantasy', in the
sense that Hugo Gernsback wanted to
portray possible, even tikel y futures.
Though published in New York, his
periodicals had a wide following in
Britain, and in other English speaking
nations. We're glad to add that Hugo
Gernsback lived 10 a good old age, 83
in fact, and died as recently as 1967.
That is, he lived to see some of his
ideas come true , and cou ld anticipate
some yet to be created before the
close of our troubled century.
Thoughout his work, the sense of
communication is uppermost. Long
before the great majority of men includ ing most politicians - Hugo
Gernsback foresaw a time when,
thanks to radio and television ,
mankind would be, as McLuhan has it,
a global village. Radio , on a two-way
and group participation basis, would
be 'democratised', not just the
province of the professional. Not just
nation speaking peace unto nation,
but person speaking peace unto
person, assuming that mankind's
better nature could be enhanced. CB
enthusiasts in the USA have included
very many who were brought up on
Hugo Gernsback's writings. American
CB magazines have carried articles ,
over the years, on the future of
personal radio , and linked features ,
since today's science fiction is
tomorrow's science fact.
This , of course, puts the concerned,
and creative CB user on something of
a pedestal. CB is not merely about
personal pleasure, but somehow
conSidering the future - and making
sure it doesn't just disappear though
that hole in the sky.
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It's easy to get confused by the number of different mikes and rigs around.
Here, Paul Coxwell tries to simplify mike wiring

any 01 you at some
time or other have
probably needed 10
try a different
microphone on you r
set. Maybe you have
sufficient knowledge to enable you to
wire microphones and trouble·shoot
them and so get everyone in your
neighbourhood bringing their faulty
mikes to you. Or maybe you just want
to use one mike on several different
sets. In any of these cases unless
you're very lucky you'll have
discovered thaI not all rigs use the
same type of connectors, and with
those that do there is no guarantee
that the connection scheme is the

M

same. Reso ldering mike plugs to try
something then resoldering them back
the way they started is a fiddly, timeconsumif;lg process you could well do
without. Now what if we could have a
set of adapter leads that would allow
any mike to be connected to any rig?
Fig. 1 shows the three co mmon ly
found pin-outs on UK sets. At (a) are
the Cybernet connections, used on
Amstrad , Role l. York , Harrier,
Communicators. Binatone, Harvard,
Mustang, Major, Midland, Tristar, Ham
International and others. Any mike
from one of these sets should plug
straight in to any of the other sets with
no problems. AI Ib) are Ihe slandard
Uniden connections, found on

Common

Rx

Audio

Tx
( a ) Cybernet

Figure 1. Three common mike connections
(Rig connector as viewed from outside)
Rx

Tx
Rx

Common

Common---I*

( c ) Maxon

Audio

Tx
( a )Cybernet

Audio

Tx

Tx
Rx

Audio,----I.

Common

Rx
( b ) Uniden
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In-line socket

Tx

Audio

Aig connector
Common
Common

Tx--*

-t-----Audio

Audio - - - I I..

+--Tx

Rx

Common

(a) DNT

( b ) Uniden

Tx

Tx

Common

Audio

Ib

.dio
Tx

Audio
) Murphy Homebase

Audio

Audio

Tx

Common

Rx

Figure 2. Wiring to in-line connectors
(as seen from solder lugs)
Audioline and Un iace rigs. Sets such
as the Fidelity 1000 and all these
Geeal, Eurosonic lookalikes use these
too.
These connections witl a lso be
found on the popu lar Cobra
148/ Superstar 360 and President
" Export" sets as well as the Stalker 9.
(c) is the standard Maxon connect ion
th at uses a S-pi n DIN p tug and is fo und
on many of the Korean made sets
such as Commtron CB40F. Colt 295
and Maxcom. Note that the d iagram s
are looking from the outside of the rig,
toward the pi ns of the chassis
connector with the locati ng lug at the
bottom. This will also be the view from
the solder tag side of the plug on the
end of the mike.
A set of six adapter leads w ill allow
connec ting any mike from one of
these three groups to any rig in one of
these three groups. Obviously you
need not build all six leads if not
CITIZENS ' BAND
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Rx

Common
(c

Rx

Tx--*

I Fidelity

Homebase

Audio

Audio

* -- Common Common-- -Jj-

Rx

~--- Tx

( d ) Real istic

Figure 3. Other UK connections
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required, and two leads could be
connected together. Say you had a
Uniden-Cybernet adapter and a
Cybernet-Maxon adapter then these
could be linked together to give a
Uniden-Maxon conve rsion. For the
complete set of six adaplers however,
you will need four standard 4-pin mike
connectors (some people calilhem
plugs, others call them sockets just to
make things more interesting), four 4pin in-line plugs (or sockets if you
prefer - the ones that take the end of
the mike anyway), two 5-pin DIN plugs
and two S-pin in-line DIN sockets.
You'll also need a few feet of suitable
cable. This needs to have at least one
shielded core plus two other cores.
Use the same colour codes for all your
adapter leads - it'll make things much
less confusing lor you!
The shield should be connec ted to
the common pin, the core inside it to
the audio pin and the two remaining
wires to the Rx and Tx pins. Make sure
you know which is which or you'll end
up having to hold the mike keyed to
hear anything! Remember when wiring
the sockets for the mike to plug inlo
that looking at the solder connectio ns
o f the socket will give a mirror image
of the connections.

you'll only need a Maxon-Uniden and
Cybernet-Uniden adapter. One or two
other rigs deserve a brief mention
because they use strange connections
all to themselves. Fig. 3 shows the
pinouts lor the DNT, Murphy and
Fidelity home bases and Realistic rigs.
Note that the DNT and Murphy do no
require an Rx line to be connected. If
you work extensively with rigs and
mikes then some of these adapters
may come in handy. It's not really
worthwhile bui lding a complete set 01
these, but two for each unit should
suffice. If your main test rig is Cybernet
based then build a DNT-Cybernet and
a Cybernet-DNT adapter. "you need

"If you work
extensively
with rigs
and mikes,
then some
of these
adaptors
may come
in handy"

From front

1

( ~ ) Four-pin

( b ) 5-pin DIN

Connections
Fig.2 shows the connections as
seen looking along the cable to the
socket. It is advisable to label the 4pin plugs and sockets or you won't
know which is Uniden and which is
Cybernet con nections - an ideal
solution is to put a small sticker on the
connector with a " U" or "C" on it.
Unless you build adapter leads for
other sets tha t use S-pin sockets the
Maxon ends don't need labeling.
These six leads will enable most
mike rig connections. II you just want
them for trying out mikes on your set
then obviously only the two leads for
the other two groups will be needed. If
you have a Uniace 200 for example

2

F rom solder side

3

1

Figure 6. Mike socket pin numbers

'0

Common

To rig

:t) ;0

5

x'0
Audio

Rx

Selector switches

Tx

~

Sockets for microphone
Figure 4 . Suggested layout of switching unit
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x
0

2
3
n

~

From rig

Tx
Rx
Audio

To mike
sockets

4
5

Tx

1
2
3

4
5

Rx
n

X

1

0

2
3

Common

4
5

Audio
n

1
2
3
Common
n

4
5

Figure 5. Wiring of switching unit

to connect to another style you can
use two plugged together. Make sure
you label the leads so they don't get
mixed up.
Fig.4 shows a handy li ttle device
that can be easily built and allows any
mike with a 4 or 5-pin plug to be linked
to your rig. Four rotary switches allow
each of the required lines - Common,
Audio, Re ceive and Transmit - to be
connected to any of the mike socket
pins. The schematic diagram is in fig .
5. The lead to the rig should be
term inated in a plug to suit your set.
The five wires from the switches (right
of diagram) go to the two mike sockets
on the front panel. Fig. 6 shows the pin
numberi ng from both the front and rear
01 the connecto rs. It's not a bad idea
to number the pins on the front panel
so thaI you can easily see which pin is
which by reference to the switch
sellings.
Pins 1 thru 4 of the two sockets
should be linked together so th at
either one may be used. Obviously
only one mike at a time should be
plugged in. So you can get the idea of
the use of this switch box, fig 7. lists
the switch settings for all the mikes
discussed so far. Note that for the two
mikes that do not have a receive line
the Rx switch is shown se t to its " X"
position. Refering to fig. 5 you'll notice
that this connects the receive line of
your transceive r to an extra switch.
This enables your receiver to be heard
by closing this switch when testing a
mike that does not have a receive line.
If you plan to use the box with a rig
such as the Murphy or DNT then yo u
needn't worry about this extra switch.
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Switch positions
Type of
microphone

Common

Audio

Rx

Tx

Cybernet
Uniden
Maxon
DNT
Murphy Base
Fidelity Base
Realistic

2
1
3 or 4
2 or 4
1 or 2
4
1

1
2
1
1
4
3
4

3
4

4
3
2
3
3
2
3

5
X

X
1
5

Figure 7,

"Use the
same colour
codes for all
your adapter
leads - it'll
make things
much less
confusing
for you"

The unit should be assembled in a
me tal box lor screening and
construction is not at all critical. If you
prefer, the switches ca n be replaced
with small wander sockets and you
can then use short lengths of wire with
plugs to link the appropriate sockets.
A similar type of arrangement can
be used to link your standard test mike
up to any set, and the various
permutations are left up to you as the
end-user. A pound or two spent on
adapter leads or a switch box will
eventually save hours of fiddly mike
plug soldering if you have to do a lot
of mike repairs or testing. Many other
labour-saving devices suc h as these
can be devised - the sky and you r
imagi nation is the limit. Happy
switch ing!
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With the recent announceme nt about th e possible
introduction of a personal radio service, Keith
Townsend looks at another option

H

ot on the heels of our

recent revelation that
communication
authorities throughout
Europe are considering
some fairly big changes
in the way that the band around
934 M Hz is to be used came a call
from Jim Finch, whose company Solid
State Electronics, has been turning out
some pretty impressive CB goodies
since the year dot. Although he has no
commercial interest in 934 , Jim is a
dedicated user and one of very few in
this country who already have first·
hand experience o f a PRS type
service. He is also very concerned to
ensure that any luture changes to the
band are introduced in such a manner
that they do not affect the rights of the
existing users.
"There are presently around three
thousand users o f the UHF band," he
told us, " each 01 whom has made a
quite conside rable investment, both in
terms of money and effort, in order to
take advantage 01 a band which , at the
moment, is devoid o f the sort 01 abuse
to which much of 27MHz is prone. We
must ensure that any future changes
do not leave them out in the cold."
Not that Jim is opposed, in
principle, to th e idea of a PRS service.
On the contrary, he has first-hand
experience 01 both the Japanese and
Swiss systems and believes that the
envisaged expansion 01 the band will
be to the advan tage of both present
and future users. So long as the band
does not become a cheap substitute
lor presently available business
frequencies.
" With PRS rigs costing around half
the price 01 much of th e present
generation PMA gear," he explained,
" there is a voc iferous lobby
demanding that our freq uencies be
handed over lor the exclusive use of
the business community and some
pretty hysterical articles have
appeared, claimi ng that such a service
should not be 'wasted' on the general
public."
Against this , Jim assured us that
there was little evidence of widespread
business use in either Japan or
Switzerland: " I n both cases use is
almost entirely restricted to the
genuine hobby user, with little to show
that even the average Swiss or
Japanese family use it whilst out
shopping or mending the car and the
business commun ity appears to have
ignored it altogether, preferring to stick
42

to the ir more traditional frequencies."
With the massive possibilities
which the envisaged changes portend,
we were very eager to accept Jim's
offer to demonstrate two Swiss sets
which he just happened to have lying
around and soon found ourselves
facing two of the most impressive
radio transceivers any of us had ever
seen. Encased in neat, brushed
aluminium cases, the twin Clarion
mobiles would not have looked out of
place in even the most luxurious Rolls
Royce but they were festooned with
such a bewildering display of knobs ,

" . .. some
degree of
manual
control was
necessary,
especially in
mobile
operation"

LEDs and buttons that it took Jim only
a few minutes to convince us of his
first point. Namely, that some degree
of manual control was necessary,
especially in mob ile operation. With
ten programmable memories and most
operation dependent upon telephone
number type calling, even Jim
admitted that he was likely to press
the wrong button occasionally, unless
he referred to the ins tru ctions, which,
as he pointed out, you cannot do
whilst hurtling down the M1 at seventy.
An additional complication was the
fact that many of the switches
performed more than one function. For
example, the figures 2 and 7 could be
selected by pressing either the top or
bottom o f the same button, which
required only the lightest touch. If you

are anything like as hamfisted as me,
you might find it virtua lly impossible to
select the correct number combinatio n
whilst controlling a car in traffic and
we gained the definite impression that
even in the quiet of your own home
more than a little care would be
needed to avoid making the most
unholy mess of things .
To demonstrate his point, Jim
programmed the two rigs, firstly so that
contact co uld be made between them.
Using the digital controls, he inserted
a series 01 five digits into the memory
of one of the rigs, duplicating it on the
other. Even this was not as easy as it
sounds, as in serting the combination
into memory required that a number of
buttns beside those required to
determine the numerical sequence be
pressed in the right order.
Once both rigs had been
programmed it was a simple mailer to
make contact, Just press the button to
ensure that you were using the right
memory, then key up and the rig does
the rest. In an instant the second rig
responds with an audible tone
designed to tell the listener that he
had been called, as it responded to
the digitised information being
transmitted. Within less than a second
it had found an available channel,
relayed the information back to the rig
which had originated the call and the n
returned to the clear operating
channel, where speech contact could
take place. All of this was achieved
without any indication of the precise
operati ng frequency or even a channel
number being displayed.
The big drawback, as Jim saw it,
was the fact that no o ther station could
join in the conversation without first
knowing the digital code used to
begin the tran smission a nd, with the
variety of combinations available, it
would be about as easy as winning
the pools to hit upon th e exact
combination by accident. To
demonstrate this lact, he
reprogrammed one of the rigs so that
its memory contained a different code.
It promplly ignored all attempts to
make contact.
Whilst I appreCiate Jim's point about
CB being for everyone's use and his
concern for the comm unity spirit, I do
not altogether share his view that this
facility represents a handicap. I can
think 01 numerou s occasions on which
I would have been grateful for the non·
intervention of an uninvited guest and
I feel certa in that those who currently
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opera te regular nets will not take long
to decide upon a common cal li ng
code, though I must admit to sharing
Jim's concern over the possibility that
many potential users will take one look
at the rigs and be frightened off by
their sheer co mplexi ty.
So concerned
is Jim to ensure
that 934MHz
users get the best
possible opportu
to both understand and
discuss the future of their hobby that
he has joined forces with a number of
fellow users to form the Personat
Radio Club of Great Britain , of which
membership is available to anyone
with an interest in the UHF band, In its
in troductory letter the club pOints out
that "We feel very strongly that it
should be the majority of 934MHz
users who should be in a position to
com ment and debate the future of the
934M Hz band ... It is, therefore , our
aim to present information to those
934 M Hz users who wish to join an
organisation with first*hand
information in a non-commercial form ,
so that they may better understand the
issues at stake ... "
The club's present officers are
determined that it should reflect the
views of users from all corners of the
British Isles and one of their first acts
was to invite groups from various
localities to nominate their own
representatives, who wou ld then act as
committee members of PR CGB.
" In this way we will not on ly be able
to accurately reflect the views of the
widest possible cross section of
users." said Jim, " We will also be sure
that we are acting in th e best possible
interests of aiL" He went on to explain
that , in his opinion, the present trend
throughout Europe was toward the
introduction of PRS style services and
that only by combi ni ng together to
make their views and preferences
known would those currently using
UH F CB gain any advantage from the
inevitable changes.
The Personal Radio Club, which is
currently attracting members in
significant numbers, has already .
approached the DTI with a number of
questions concerning the future of
UHF CB and has received an
assurance that any future changes will
be made after discussion with existing
users of the band and that channel
allocation will be carried out in such a
manner that existing radios will not
CITIZENS ' BAND
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" . . . the
specification
was just
about the
highest we
had
encountered
in any radio
designed
for public
use"
become outmoded but the DTI
continues to stress the fact that,
although interested in the possibilities
of PRS, it is by no means committed to
its introduction. RAO officials point out
that although draft proposals for
such a service do exist they should
not be regarded as the blueprint for
any extension of the use of UHF,
wh ich will only occur, if at all, after
lengthy discussion with various
interested groups and a considerable
degree of international co*operation.
One aspect of the possible
changes currently interesting potential
users and manufacturers alike, at this
'early stage, is the probable size of the
British market for such a service.
Although Jim Finch has expressed the
view that a combination of equipment
complexity and comparilively high

retail price will keep the number of
users down to something below the
three thousand currently estimated to
'be using 934MHz, the fact Ihat a
number of other countries will be
licensing the same sets seems likely
to have a dramatic effect on the user
price, whilst manufacterers, whom
experience has taught us will almost
inevitably be Japanese, will
undoubtedly marke t their goods with
at least the same vigour which they
apply to their ca rs and motor cycles. Is
it too much to hope that British
manufacturers will finally wake up and
rl~mo,nrl a slice of their own market?
present Japanese PAS system,
in 1981 and covering the
903/~)Q4 M Hz band, currently has more
than 1.25 million licensees, of whom a
large percentage are truck and other
long distance drivers. Mos t radio
traffic is inevitably short distance
because of the sheer number of
contacts taking place at the same time
and Japanese pundits admit to some
degree of co-channel interference,
though the same problems are far less
likely to occur in Britain, where we do
not share Japan's problems of
overcrowding.
Swiss sources, on the other hand,
appear to have nothing but praise for
' their particular version of PAS.
Population densities are, of course,
very much lower than those of Japan
and this is the probable reason why
very few cases of in-band interference
have been reported. Aange has
proven to be equal to anything we
have achieved in this country and
although there is, as yet, a
comparitively low user population,
user groups and dealers alike are
reporting growing interest As for the
rest of Europe, many countries are
carefully watching the Swiss service
and some appear eager to emulate it
So far as we are aware, only Germany
has so far declared its unwillingness
to participate in such a service,
preferring instead to opt for Jim
Finch's nightmare: a full blown
business service at 934MHz.
So far as equipment is concerned,
we were all very impressed with Jim's
Clarion rigs, the specification of which
was just about the highest we had
encountered in any radio deSigned for
public use. We must, however, echo
his concern at the sheer complexity of
their operation and hope that if and
when such a service comes to Britain,
much thought will have been given,
both to making the rigs a lillie more
user friendly and to the needs and
aspirations of the present generation
of UHF users. Meanwhile, for those
who want to know more about the
Personal Radio Club of Great Britain, a
stamped, addressed envelope to:
PRCGB. 41 , Twyford Avenue, Shirley.
Southampton, S01 5NZ, will soon
have a reply winging its way to you.
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LA D Y BREAKERS

This month, a tale of mystery and suspense, as Filly discovers the channels are empty

WOke up this morning and found
myself in a ghost village.
The first thing I noticed, as I
struggled to emerge, yawning ,
,
from the blankets was the strange
absence of noise. Now, townies
probably imagine that villages are
always deathly quiet - no steady roar
of traffic , no cl in k of milkmen's bottles,
no clattering dustbins and so on. But
country villages are full of noise - you
can hear the birds, and the trees
whispering in the breeze, and the local
postman whistl ing and ringing the bell
01 his bike when he sees someone he
knows , and dogs barking, and things
like that.
Bu t this morning , nothing.
I fumbled around blearily for my
dressing gown, put on a raincoat by
rr.istake, and went to peer oul the
window. It was misty outside, and the
garden looked cold, dank and
unpleasant. Not to say eerie, but it
often looked like that on damp
au tum nal mornings. Still no sound, but
maybe that was due to the blanketing
effect of the heavy mist.
I padded downstairs, went
automatically to the fro nt door, bent to
pick up the letters - no letters. Odd.
There should at least have been some
bills. I went through to the kitchen ,
opened the back door to pick up the
mi lk - no mi lk. Very odd indeed. Harry
the milkman must have overslept.
I made some tea and toast, took it
through to the living room and switched
on the base station , hoping to catch
some commuter conversation among
the people driving off to town . I was
working from home today and I felt
like some human contact before I
buried myself in papers. But how
peculiar - nothing at all on any of the
channels . Nothing on the travelling
channel Irom the slab. Nothing on any
01 the popular channels used locally.
No friendly, gossiping farmers' wives.
Not even a wally. Was there something
wrong with the rig?
I went outs ide to see if the an tenna
was still in place. There it was on the
roof, looming out of the mist. The mi st
seemed to be getting thicker, it was
li ke moving about in a cloud. I could
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hardly see ten feet in front of me. And
still no noise. Had I got up too early? I
went in and checked all the c locks no, it was eight o'clock. The village
should have shaken itself awake by
now.
Beginning to feel like the last
survivor 01 some catastrophe I had
somehow managed to sleep through , I
switched on the television. No brightfaced breakfast TV presenters appeared
but then the television was sometime s
erratic when first switched on. I tried
the radio - better, there was a voice ,
what a relief, but still something not
t

"But how
peculiar nothing at all
on any of the
channels"

quite right. The voice was American,
an American girl's voice. What
happened to BBC?
I picked up the car keys and went
out to the car, meaning to drive into
the village and reassure myself that it
was, in fact, still there. The mist was
really thick, now - cold, penetrating ,
ali-embracing, pressing in on the car
windows. I switched on the mobile rig
and tried every channel in turn.
Nothing, just an empty crackling. I
spoke into the mike. "Anyone there?" I
squeaked from a dry throat. but there
was no response .
Was it the mist? Had it somehow
in terfered with all the radio signals?
It wasn't so much mist, now, as fog,
thic k, swirling fog , billowing around
the car and the house .. . I started the
engine, and drove up the lane towards
the village . Houses loomed, unfamiliar
houses that did not belong in the
village. A strange church . I drove on,
and stopped at the top of a cliff. high
above a surging, foaming sea.
Sea? The village - my villagewas sixty miles inland! I swit c hed
on the rig again, and this time there
was something ... the steady tread of
bare feet slappin g on the road , the
swish of ragged, sodden clothing . . . I
jumped out of the car and stared back
down the road. Th ere were dark,
hunched ligures approaching,
obscured still by the fog . but I could
see the glow of their eyes, and the
pale blur of their hands with a glint of
metal.
With a screech. I fell out of the
armchair. The television was still on,
the screen g rey and wavy. The video
recorder had rewound itself. Ou tside, I
co uld hear the start of the dawn
c horus. I sat on the lIoor and blinked
at the CB mike clutched in my fist,
then reached out and p icked up the
cover of the video film I had been
watching . The Fog.
I stood up and rushed to the
wi nd ow. Early morning light was
stealing across the sky - and there
was no trace of mi st.
Bu t that is the last time , positively
the last time, I will ever sit up alone,
late at night, to watch a horror film .
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ACCESSORIES

FULL RANGE OF CB
ACCESSORIES AND
EQUIPMENT IN STOCK
INC. 934 MHZ

I @.I

11ij"tll

CENTRE BASE 1

OPEN EVERY DAY

TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME

~)

A DIVISION OF ( ..

CB AERIALS
£ 5.99
£ 6.99
£ 7.99
£15.50

Pricesinlcude
VAT and Postage

Twin T/Boll
Super Modulator II
Modulator Expert Base
Boot Lipmount

£ 9.99
£10.99
£15.99
£ 2.50

Yeomans, 65, N. Walsham Rd, Norwich
Tel 0603 46294

COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS: TA 7205
£1.50, MS3712 £1.50, LC7137
£3.50, MC 3357 £2.99, Oulpul
Transistor £1.50, Bl ee dover
Crystal £2.50, LA 4422 £1.99,
LA 1230 £1.99, SA 656 £1.99,
Burner Valves £7.50. Telephone: (0603) 46294.

CLUBS
LIMA TANGO DXGROUP. Life
membership £2.00. Use of P.O.
Box. Cards, stickers, keyfob,
pen etc. P.O. Box 17, Lowestoft,
Suffolk, NR32 SET. We also
caler for 934.

r.

CRYSTALS

VIDEO INFORMATION!
JOIN THE VIDEO INFORMATION ClUB AND RECEIVE
INFORMATION ABOUT ALL ASPECTS OF YOOR
VIDEO HOBBY - FREE TECHNICAL ADVICE. VlOEO
EXCHANGE SERVICE. DISCOUNTS ON VIDEO
HARDWARE. BLANKS ETC. REGULAR CLUB
NEWSLETTER, INTERNATIONAL CLEARING HOUSE
FACILITY. MEMBERSHIP UNIT. ADVERTISING
GIFTS (CAR STICKERS ETC.l FULL MEMBERSHP
CARO- All FREE A~DJUST lISTENTOTHETAPE,
JUST AltiG 0898-100-430
140p per minute peak 20p off peak)
Ifamily services)

VIDEO

YOU CAN
SHOUT
LOUDER
WITH CB
CONTACT
JULIE DYSON
ON
01-437-0626
FOR DETAILS

RIGS & TWIGS
PARKSIDE CB CENTRE
Harvard 10·4 2 Channel. Hand held £13.95. Harvard 40 Channel. Hand held £59.95,
Maxcom 7E £69.95. Harvard Good Buddy £39.96, Fidelity 2001 £49.95, Aadiotechnlc
RT8S2 £68.95, Uniace £89.95, Rotel AVC240 £89.95, Uniace 300 Base Station
£159.95, Fidelity 3000 Base Station 1::79.95, ES880 £42.95. Bremi 25W Burners
£ 16.95,934 Antennas, Cable and Fittings also stocked. Extensive Stocks of Mobile and
Home Base Accessories. Telephone Orders available + P+P. S.A.E. for details. _

THURSFOAD, Fakenham, Norfolk, Tel: (0328) 77402-=-
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Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Rd,
Withington (opp Library)
Manchester M20 9AF
Tel: 061-445 8918/4345701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G ~

GENERAL

ACCESSORIES

Modulator T/Boll
Super T/Boll
Long coil
Big Twin

TELEPHONE ORDERS
WELCOME

XXX

ADULT VIDEO CLUB
Our girls will give you
the intimate details.

, NOW RING 0924 262122

CRYSTAL FILTERS 10.695
MHz, 7 kHz BAND WIDTH, 1 k
impedance, HC-18/ U, 3-lead.
Sharp selectivity cuts bleed·
over. Direct replacement for
old ceramic filter in most rigs
£3.20 inc. VAT/post. CRYSTALS.
Many common frequencies in
stock at £4.50. Ordered frequencies not in stock will be
made in 4-5 weeks. Trade quotes
for quantities. Many other types
of cryslals and filters. SAE lists.
Golledge Electronics, Merriott,
Somerset TA16 5NS. Tel:
(0460) 73718,

.01-437 0699
FOR ADVERTISING

(24 hours) or write:
A.V.C. , P.O. Box 12 ,
Batie West Yorkshire.

. . P.LANS
SURVEILLANCE DEVICES,
Bug Detectors, Voice, Scrambler, Directional Microphone,
Many others. SAE for list, Plan
Cenlre, Old Siring Works, Vye
St., Ledbury HR8 2AA.

Our copy
deadlines are
as follows:
January issue
11 th November
February issue
1 st December

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS& CONDI'nQNS
Our terms for new advertisers (semidisplay and lineage) are strictly pro-forma
payments until satisfactory reference can
be taken up (excluding recognised advertising agencies). Cheques and P.O.'s
should be crossed and made payable to
ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS
LTD, and sent together witn the adver·
tisement to:
"The Classified Depl,
No.1 Golden Square, London WI R3AB"
There are no reimbursements !oreancel'
lations. Advertisements arriving too late
for a particular issue will be inserted in
the following issue unless accompanied
by instructions to the contrary.
AU advertising sales are subject to
Government regulations concerning VAT.
Advertisers are responsible for complying
with the various (egal requirements in
force eg: TH E TRADE DESCRIPTION ACT,
SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT & THE BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENTS (DISCLOSURE
ORDER 1977.

Full Tems & Conditions 01 Advertising
Available on Request
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ACCESSORIES

DEALERS

contact us
today for our

WHOLESALE
Giant vans with unrivalled

BEST SERVICE

giant range of CB and
accessories. At your shop's
doorstep regularly.
Or come and see us.
OPEN EVERY DAY

Parna House, 433 Wllmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF
Tel: 061·445·8918
061·434·5701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE

CARDS, STICKERS & BADGES
WEAR YOUR CALL SIGN . In·
dividually designed jumpers.
Hand crafted. Wool £28, acrylic
£22. P & P £1.50. Telephone
order Crowborough 61489.

PERSONALISED embroidered
badges. Circular 3%in. dia. or
rectangu lar 4in x 2in. Black or
white background. Thread
co lours red, white, blue, yellow,
orange, green or black. (No
pictures or logos). Club name,
league, team, etc. + your name,
handle,. etc, Suitable for any
sport. Top quality. Washable.
No minimum quantity. Send
£ 1.80 per badge. Cheques,
PO's, Barclaycard or Access.
Black American style peak
caps, £3.50 each, Bind er Sewing Centre, 3 Fairfax Way,
Deepingate, Peterboro. 0733
40449.

Full Colour QSLS 1000 £55

• Personalised aSlS 1000 £15. Eyeball
Cards 1000 £10. Embroidered Patches
100 £100 (semgle £2). Club StampsMounted 50 £5 • {Patches 3" dia. III up
to 9 colours. Club Stamps I" d ia.1
~

DIY QSLS 100£2.50
Eyeball Cards 100 [1. 10
DIY Bargain Pack 100 of each f3

SASE for details : CURRIE aSLS
Room 2. 89 Derwent 5t .. Consen,
Co. Durham. DH8 8L T, England

EYE BALL CARDS with match·
ing motif QSLs to your own
design. Done in metallic hot
foil on coloured gloss ca rd.
Tonbridge Fordetails ring 0732
354026. (Tango Polecat). B.W.
Seal.

FOR SALE

GLOSSY QSL and Eyeball
Cards. Many colours with gol d/
silver/coloured lettering. S.a.e.
order form and samples. Sharp
.G raphics, P.O. Box 3, Grangemouth FK3 9BD. (0324)
473432.
DO YOU RUN A CLUB? Send
£2 for sample club pack and
we wi ll credit you £4 off your
first order (£ t 8 or over). Plastic
aSL and club ca rds, stickers,
badges, wailets, etc. Suppliers
toCBclubs for6 years. Raymac,
P.O. Box 75, Hounslow TW3
2HZ.

FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

RUBBER STAMPS from 95p
each. QSL cards lrom £ 13.50
(1,000) catalogue SAE. Jones.
St. Ivy, North Rd, Queen·
borough, Kent.

PHONE

01-4370626

PRINTING FOR BREAKERS.
Artwork provided if required.
S.A.E. for price list P. J. Printing,
P.O. Box 1, Burnham-on-Sea.

FOR DETAILS

COBRA 148
SUPER STAR 360
STORKER 9, BASE STATIONS
AL L CB ACCESSORI ES
FM RAOIOS FROM £ 19.95

DISCOUNT PRICES FOR
ALL CB ACCESSORIES
122/124 UpperSlone Sl, Maidslone,
Ken~ MEIS 6HP.
Tel: 0622·681719

934 MHZ COMMTEL £295.00,
934 MHz DELTA 1 £325.00,
934 MHz UNlACE £245.00.
Some accessories. Phone
Worksop0909 472829 9am5.30pm.
SPECIALIST VHF RECEIVERS

POCKET SizeD WITH 26 ·30/ 54·176
MHZ FOR ALL THE ACTION:· PUBLIC
- SERVICE ACTIVITY, AIRCRAFT.
MARINE, HAM RADIO. CB, BUSINESS.
SURVEILLANCE, UTILITIES & MOREl
eVENV. H.F.T.V. SOUND& FM RADIO
'T HE ENTIRE LISTENING POST' PRO.
FESSIONALL Y ENGINEEREO WITH
INTEGRAL V.F.O..SQUELCH& VOLUME
FACILITY. INCREDIBLE OFFER @
ONLY £29.50 POST PAID. cwo/coo
WELCOME FROM:
DTAYLOR (DEPT CBR)
8 EMMERSON ST, CROOK, Co
DURHAM, UK
LISTEN TO two metre radiO
amateurs on your C. B. sensitive
quartz converter, just plug in.
Recei ves popular simplex
channels and all repeaters,
£24.50. SAE. More details.
Sound service. 52A Ash Street,
Southport, Merseyside.

-La

-------------------------------------.
CLASSIFIED COUPON.
~~
CITIZENS BAND CLASSIFIED AD DEPT, ASP LTD
1 Golden Square, London W1 R 3AB.

~

_

ra:1'f~

biLe

Pri vate and Trade rate 52p perword(VATinclusive) minimum 15 words.
Display box rate £8.1 0 (+VAn per Single co lumn centimetre (minimum
2.5cm) NO CLASS IFIED REIMBURSEMENTS. ALL ADS MUST BE
PRE.PAID.

Name ........... . ..... . .....

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard no.

I. I. I. I. I. I. I. I. II
IIII
. . . . . . FOR ............ INSERTIONS.

Address ..... .

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £ ..... for ... inse rtions, made payable to
Argus Specialist PUbl ications. (Delete as necessary).

Signature ............. .. . Date .............. .

_ _ _ _ ______

EXPIRY OATE . . ..... ........ FOR C .

o ACCESSORIES

D.C. S.B.

o

FOR SALE

. ....... .

Tel No (Day) ..

o

CLUBS

D COMPONENTS D OTHER Please indicate

----------------------------------~~
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ACCESSORIES

DEALERS

contact us
today for our

WHOLESALE

Giant va ns with unrivalled
giant range of CB and
accessories. At your shop's
doorstep regularly.
Or come and see us.
OPEN EVERY DAY

BEST SERVICE
WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE

Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road ,
Manchester M20 9AF
Tel : 061-445-8918
061-434-5701Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

BREAKER
BASES
AVON

CIUI

PATCHWAY CARS
CB CENTRE

STOCKISTS OF ALL POPULAR
CB EQUIPMENT 934
AND 27MHz

Glou ce~te r

Road , Patchway.
Bristol. Tel: (0272) 694331.
Mon-Frj 8-5.30pm, Sat 8-4pm,
Sun 10-2pm.

* REPAIRS
* INSTALLATIONS
Ring or call - we probably

Retail dealer stocking ail l ypes of
CB and communications eQuipment including
CYBERNET DELTA·' , 934 and
CORDLESS TELEPHONES.

have what you want - IN STOCK
SEL£CTIVE CALLING NOW
AVAILABLE ON CERTA IN RIGS
44 Mill Street, Bedford Tel: 68174
Open 8.3C;>-6 p . m. 6dayseweek
I

AVON

CHESHIRE

BEDFORDSHIRE

BERKSHIRE

GLOBEMASTER
Unit SA Cherwel l Close . Langley ,
Slough . Berksh ire SL3 aXB .
Tel : Slough (0753 ) 41191

0272-717771
BEDFORDSHIRE

VIDEOELECTRIC
CB RADIO CENTRE

A wide range of CB radios.
aerials ~ accessories
always in stock.
300 yards Irom J5 01 M4
Open Mon-Sat 10.00 am - 6.00 p.m.

DURHAM

STOCKPORT
CB CENTRE
Biggest range of rigs and
accessories in N.W.
Quick repairs, part-exchange
on all items.
14 Buxton Road : Heavlley,
Stockport . Tel: 061·477 6483

CHATBACKCBCENTRE

CB RADIO &
MODEL HOBBIES

FULL STOCKS OF934MHZ& 27M HZ
AMATEUR RADIO - PMRCORDLESS PHONES - REPAIRS
Opening Hours: Mort-Fri 9am·5pm
Sat9am-3pm
Easthlll, Tucklnmlll. Cam borne,
Cornwall TR14 SOL.
Tel: 0209-715773

Towor
Communlcltlon

\~~

AGRIMOTORS

WOODFORD CB
CENTRE

~u

Merton CB & Radio Centre

CHESHIRE

DORSET

ELECTRO COMM
NEW CB SHOP

2A Tennyson Rd, Luton
Tel: 0582 458310
CB RADIOS AL L
ACCESSOR IE S. RELIABLE
.SPEEDY REPAIR SERVICE.
USED CB's BOUGHT AND SOLD
(Open 9·6 Mon-Sal)
Ya mile town centre

4B

RADIO-CONTROL
Ope n: Mort-Sat 9.30am-6pm
Sundays 10am-12am

ESSEX

BEDFORDSHIRE

Sun 10-12 noon.

TELEPHONE : 0279 418817

C.Bo, REPAIRS, TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT, IN-CAR RADIO,

DEVON

Tel: Hltchln711161 belween6·9pm

Mo~Sal

Parndon Mill, Parndon Mill Lane
(next to rugby c l ub), Hartow.

CAMBS .

11 High Street,
Haddenham , Cambs.
Tel: Ely (0353) 740306

Open 9·6

Closed ,,2 Mon'Sat All day Wednesday.
MAIL ORDER WELCOME
(4 miles north of Luton on A6)

O~1::; ~~~~~!:I::Ooj';8~:8~06~m

ESSEX

MertonGarage & Post Office, Merton.
Nr Oak hampton EX20 3DZ
Open 6 days 9·6
(Sundays by appointment)
Special ists in 934MHz
Suppliers of all 27Mhz and 934Mhz

CB SALES & SERVICE
OUR SPECIALITY

MaIn distributors 0127 M Hz CB Radios &
934MHz. Distribut ors ollhe new Delta 1
serIes 2 model transceiver.
Large stocks 01 coa ~ l al cable, plugs,
sockets and adaptors. Also Green par,
BNC and N·type plugs.
.. ,CB Works, Bondlsle Way Stanhope,
",Is hop AucklandCo. Durham DL13 2YT

CORNWALL

Everything lor the 27MHz &
934MHz CBer, Radio Amateur
or SWL.
11; First Class Sales & Service

1 Wi ndsor Parade, Barton-Ie-Clay
Tel: Luton (0582) 882247

IAN FISHER
COMMUNICATIONS OF
STANHOPE

YAI

*

[b ~

LARGEST STOCKIST OF NEW
AND S/ HAND CB EQUIPMENT
IN THE CREWE AREA

CB37
Valebrook ,
Wistaston Road, Crewe

0270· 25818e d e y 841 4 18 eve.

528 Chlgwe ll ROl d, Woodford,
Bridge, Woodford Green.
Tel: 01 · 504 9652
Open Tues·SaI10am-5pm
Large range of CB eQuipment.

ESSEX

WEYMOUTH OPEN CHANNEL
27 & 934M Hz
Extensive stock always available
inc. 200 types of aerial!
Also phone equipment
& computer software
Open 10-5.30 Mon-Sat
Telophone enquirIes & mallorder
welcome
9 1A Chlckerell Road, Weymouth,
Dorset
Telephone no: 0305-787777

CB CENTRE
CB Radi o Specialists.
Commercial CB Radio Services.
Fast CB repairs service. Open 7 days.
The Motorists Shop ,
207 As hton Parade , Lenthall Ave,
Grays, Essex RM17 5AA.
Contact Bruce Wood
(0375) 383 428.
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ACCESSORIES

DEALERS

contact us
today for our

WHOLESALE
Giant va ns with unrivalled

BEST SERVICE

giant range of CB and
accessories. At your shop's
doorstep re gularly.
Or co me and see us.
OPEN EVERy'DAY

Pama House, 433 Wilms low Road,
Manchester M20 9AF
Tel: 061-445-8918
061-434-5701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE

BREAKER
BASES
GLOUCESTERSHIRE I

HAMPSHIRE

RIGS & TWIGS

CB EqUIPMENT

A Division of D.E.S.
(Established 1978)

Block 38, Upper MJlIs Eslale,
Brlslol Road, Stonehouse Glos,
Tel: 045 3~~ 6.110
Junc. 13, MS. Stroud exil.
First right pasl lhe Ship Inn.

Open: 9·5 Mon-Sat.

=:rJ",

Te lephone and
Communication Syst ems
Complete Repair Service
Accessories

JfIlNCHESTER ELECTRI C
46-48 St Georges Street
Winch ester
(0962) 54743

Sales/Repairs/Mods
Plus: QSLs/Eyeball cards,
P.O. Box Facility.

OPEN 6 DA YS A WEEK

2

P. SQUIRE [ANDOVER) LTD_
SPECIALISTS IN
CB SALES AND SERVICE

Mar~ fl t

Way, Portsmouth,
Hampshire P01 48X.
Wholesale and RetaIl SAE for poce
list

Very large selection of Rigs and
Accessories.
Repairs, Conversions - Reasonable
prices. Expert Advice - Free.
Open 8.30 to 5.30 (excl. Wed. & Sun.)

3 pm Closed Wednesday

HERTFORDSHIRE

HAMPSHIRE
BREAKERS

WORLD

934MHz 27MHz

Largest selection of Mail
CB Equipment
Order
.~
~'"
Service

'\..,COmmunicotions CCntre

37-39 Station Road, Rickmansworth,
Herts W03 1 QP.
Tel: (0923) 775577/770634

Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
Wed 9am-1 pm and 3pm-6pm

KENT
ADVERTISE
NATIONALLY IN
BRITAIN'S LEADING
CB MONTHLY
01-437-0699

CITIZENS ' BAND

TIGERS CAGE
CB SUPPLIES

FOR ALL YOUR CB
INC. 934 MHz
~ OPEN EVERY DAY ~

FOR ALL YO UR CB NEEDS
MAILOR DER WE LCOME
Open: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
Sun 9am-4pm

~ 061-445 8918 E 3
Telephone Order Welcome
433 Witmslow Road, Withington
(opp_ Library) Mllncheater
A DIVISION OF PAMA & CO.
Tel ex: 666762

343 , Chorley New Road,
Horwich, Lancs

,27!934 MHz c.
LINCOLNSHIRE
AGENTS FOR
NEVADA 934

(8

ONE STOP
ELECTRONICS
126A Maidstone Road ,
Rochester, Kent
Tel: 0634 400179

SALES - SERVICE - REPAIRS
SPARES - 934 - 27FM
SATELLITE T.V.

NOVEMBER 1986

EXPAND YOUR
MARKET IN CB_
PHONE
JULIE DYSON

L

/

Come and see us al

Mltler Telecommunications

01-4370626

The Parade, Cherry WIllingham,
Lincoln . Te l: (0522) 754279
, _ (24 hour answering service. _.~ Free p arking for up to 50 cars)",

LONDON

PORTSMOUTH 732234
~am ' j

~,

HAMPSHIRE

19 Bridge Street, ANDOVER, Hants
Tel : 0264·52623

CB WORLD

fa

MANCHESTER

LINCOLNSHIRE

TIle mOlt camplele C.B. Centre In!hI Coulllry

[Mall Order welcome. Large SAE for list.
HAMPSHIRE

..

LANCS

WEST MIDLANDS

I

ALPHA'S CB CENTRES
224 Balaam St reet, Londo n E13
Tel: 01·471 5589
Open: Mon-Sat 9am-7pm:
Sunday 10a m-2pm

ALSO

EX ZULU/ONE/FOUR.
132 Leytonstone H igh Road, E 15.
Tel: 01-555 8045. Open: Mon-Sat
9am-5.30pm.
T/ A Balaam SI. Motors

SQUARE WHEELS

BIRMINGHAM'S LARGEST
CB SPECIALISTS
*appointed Birmingham's Cybernet
934 stockists
*appoin ted K5. Services expansion
engineers.
24 HOUR FM RIG REPAIR SERVICE

BY

M:JLEOD~:~o£6b 1~8k~SIVE
REONAL, BIRMINGHAM

Tel : 021·460 1581

LONDON
WEST MIDLANDS

HENRY'S
934MHz and 27MHz
CB and accessories
catalogue S.A.E.
404 Edgware Road,
London W2 1 ED
01-724-0323
Open 6 days a week

HEWARD'S HOME STORES
LTD (Established 1963)
82214 Klngstandlng Road ,
Birmingham 844 9RT.
Tel: 021·354 2083
G4RJM With 38 years In The RadiO
Trade Ham EqUipment urgently
wanled Open: Mon-Sat 9-6
WE WELCOME ALL CO'ers
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ACCESSORIES

DEALERS

contact us
today for our

WHOLESALE
Giant va ns with unrivalled

BEST SERVICE

giant range of CB and
accessories. At your shop's
doorstep regularly.
Or come and see us.

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE

OPEN EVERY DAY

Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF
Tel: 061 -445-8918
061-434-5701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

BREAKER
BASES

MERSEYSIDE

'\G1l~~

- ~fi'~~~

PHONE FOR OUR
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS!

Speedy' Repair Service. All leaClmg
brands In slock.
67 Rocky Lane, luebrook, LIverpool.
Tel: 051·263 2010

B A YEOMANS & SON

TV and Ellc
65 North Walsham Ad.,
Norwich, Norfolk
Tel : 0603 46294
Discount CB/Anything electrical.
Savings just a phone call away.
Used CB bought and sold .
CB REPAIR 'SPECIALISTS
TRADE WELCO ME

OXFORDSHIRE

/'

MODULATIONS

62 Wootton Road ,
Abingdon, Oxo n .
O X14 1 JD

Ql-:a..,

.~

Tel: 0235-214oo
Open: 6 days Man-Sat
9-5.30
Instant credit facilities. Agents for
934 MHZ, Wholesale, Retail and
MAIL ORDER,

SUFFOLK

SOUTH YORKSHIRE

YOUR SOMERSET BASE
STATION
The Triangle, Caslle Cary,

MARSH ION ELECTRONICS
366 Spring Road, Ipswich, Suffolk.
TE L: Ip swich (0473) 75476

THE.
c.... B. fHOP
The Communication $pecis1ists ·

Somerset (0963) 50433
large selection of rigs, co rdless
phones, extension phones and

accessories. the besl and cheapest in the West! Open 6days. Easy
parking . 9am-lpm , 2pm-S.30pm .

CB - PMR - CORDLESS PHONES
IN·CAR TELEPHONES
Mo bile Phones, Cellnet/Vodafone

Open : 9.30-5.30 Tues-Sat
CB 934 and electronic
components

5 Odson Arcade, Ha llgate, Donca ster

,

South Yorkshire DH1 3LZ

Tel : (0302) 66352 & 65991
Mobile Phone 0836 592287

WHY NOT TRY US FIRST?

SUSSEX

YORKSHIRE

34 Ald.rlllot·Ad., Gulkllord 574434

BRIGHTON COMMUNicATIONS
open 7 d llys II weeki for
LOWEST PRICES
EXPERT & FRIENDLY ADVI CE
FULL REPAIR & MODIFICATION
SERVICE INCLUDING A.M. +
PART EXC HANGE ON RIGS
ALL CB ACCESSORIES
Tel: Brighton (0273) 563177/506279
or visit our shop at 20 Clermont Rd.
(next to Preston Park Station),
Brighton. East Sussex. BN! 65G
Mail order service
AccessNisa/American Express

LI''''' IlI'Ji." Y
I'I:U ;TJi()"".U LTV.
We monitor channel
0723-373914
or eyeball at:
147 VICTORIA ROAD,
SCARBOROUGH,
YORKSHIRE

SURREY

SUSSEX

WALES

~;~~~~::o:t

CAERPHILLY CB
CB
CENTRE CB

SURREY

NORFOLK

COMMUNICATIONS

SOMERSET

GUILDFORD
CB
r::\ Surrey's biggest
Slock,SIS o f CB
equipment and
accessories.

:.I!l
~

Low prices. technical know-how.
Repairs. 934 and Amateur.
Cobras and Yaesu wanted.

'[be maD Garon
Rigs - Twigs and other B its
Supplied and Re pai red
Phone BOB on
Byfleet
.~$l
(09323) 49377
'~ ~
(2 4 hour Answerphooe)
27 · 934· AMATEUR· PMR& TELEPHONES

*
**
**

s.s.a

St. LeonardI on Sell .
Te l: HlI8tlngs(04 24) 443185/ 442025

Ope n: 7 days. Man-Sat 9.30-6.30
Sun 11.30-2.30. Relail& Wholesale

Rig, 55 Van Road , Ca.rphllly, Twig '
Mid Glamorgan.
Tel: 0222 882450
Easy parkmg. 10am-lpm. 2-15pm-6pm
6 days. Keen prices. All accessories.
Good serviCIf by Rig Doctor.

FOR AN EFFICIENT AND COST EFFECTIVE
ADVERTISING PLAN WITH SERIES DISCOUNT
PHONE CITIZENS' BAND ON

01-4370626
CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO?
50
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SHARMAN'S~--

HOLESALE
~~:,:;::;:~~~~
DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

"-"'i""..

.•....

" " '/IJ ~',,,,,

",--" ~:.~ C T E INTERNA7 Q\JAL R
"\ \~t"' -

'iP',-~;~Q:.X~
• "4>",..
, -'"

DN'
-'II •. ~

Extensive ranges of
CB equipment in stock
at the best prices for you!

ICTLYTRADE OND

SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE
SUPPLIES THE TRADE NATION WIDE
---- ONLY A PHONE CALL AWAY ----

\

,~

3 BURY NEW ROAD, MANCHESTER M8 8FW
TEL 061-834 9571 TELEX 665446 Sharma G

I RING NOW FOR OUR SECURICOR DELIVERY DETAILS! I

... :.tr

934 MHz PERSONAL RADIO

The J£Y~~!er~!!~ge
discovering this exciting radio band.

934 MHz offers 2 way high quality communications from 10 • 250 niUes
~~~~I~~~~~)~to location/weather
......----"='1 ..... _ .... " ..
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THE CYBERrtIlT DELTA 19341'1H. TRArtSCEIVER
Has been
ror the UK market using latest
• Sensitive RX (0.2.5 ",V for 12 db SINADJ.
• 16 memories available.
• AutolManual scan and search facility .

POWER SPLITfER
SWRIPOWER I'II1TER

the co-phasing of any two similar 934 MHz
. antennas to give an additional;' DB gain.
~nables

This precise and
extremely
accurate meter
features an
illuminated
scalc. low loss 'N'
type con nectors
and twin meters
for both power
andSWR
measurement.
Power O·!IO watts
In two ranges.

£24'"
l';;;;==,,=~ I' HRA 934 L Ir(.LlrtE
-

GaAsfllT
PRE·AJIIP

,

f

A super new ultra·low noise pre-amp which
nts In tine on any base or mobile
installation. Ouaranteed to give a
stagger1ng Increase In received range.
r:xlremelylow nolseO. 7 DB rtF. 20DBgaln.

• ~lttemal '5' meter socket.

REl'lorE
ArtTEl'frtA
SWITCH
High quality
weatherproof
masthead
mounting switch.
ror switching 2
antennas with one
cable feed.

£89'95

£125

HRA900
JltASTHI\AD
PRE-AMPLIfIER

£59'"

Super low noise

OMs!''''
pre·ampllner that
mounts at the
masthead. Low
Insertion loss and
noise (typically 0 .8
dB) coupled with
I ~B gain enable
this unit to double
the received range
of many sets.

Proffesslonal dummy load
DC·3000Mhz
PWR 1 • 15 watts

£29'·'

l,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;w;;;;:;!.1 WR 900 SWRIPOWER I'II1TER

£139 095

"low cost unit measuring power to lOOwatts In
two ranges.

ArtTErtl'lAS

Manufae.tu.ed to lhe hlghut pos,slble.spe.dflc;aUon.

1. PA7·E BASE COLIrtEAR
Gain 7. 14 d61stackcd ~array .

2.P714·M
High gain gutter mount. mobile antenna.

2.

4.

6.

5.

~.

P7·I'IE

High gain mobile magnetic mount antenna.

4 . P7·E

High gain gutler mount mobile antenna.

5. G900A

Low pronlc. bolt thru mobile antenna.

... .
r-

£66

£44

£44
£44
£25

6. G900R

Low pronle boll Ihru moblleanlenna In black. £25

.....nEVADA 934
_

-

7. Tc 12L 1'IK11l2 ELEI'IErtT BEAJII
" new aluminium version of our succc.sful
12 clement loop quad. Oaln: ledSI .

£39

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR MORE INFORMATION
OR CONTACT US DIRECT.
Professional Series

Telecomms, 189 London Road, Portsmouth P02 9At:. Tel: 0705 662145 Telex: 869107 TELCOM G
Nevada 934 MHz Cata logue with full details and specifications of the complete range is available from Telecomms £1. 00.

